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Communication • Talking about places, 
giving opinions

1. POSTCARDS FROM FRIENDS • Listen and find the pictures. Then write down some key 
expressions to describe them.

Talking about people and places •
Giving opinions •
Paraphrasing •
Introduction: meeting someone •
Informal messages  •
Learning to learn: useful tips •
Structure review: past, present  •
and future tenses

Exam topic: Introduction and friends

CHILDREN AROUND THE WORLD

Introduction

2

4

1

2

3

4
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2. WHICH PICTURE? • Listen and complete the description. Then find the matching picture.

This is a nice view of a ............................... . You can see ...............................  
............................... in the foreground but you can’t see any ............................... in them. 
There are .........................  ..........................  ............................... in the distance – 
they ...............................  ............................... for some more ............................... to arrive. 
Some people .................................  ............................. at the top of the ................................ .
They ...............................  ............................... . 
Others ...............................  ............................... on the river bank or sitting under the 
............................... .......................... in front of the café. 
It is a ............................... day with clear blue skies. The water is ............................... .
There are ............................... and squares in the background. They must be 
................................... because of the cars and the .............................. .

3. DESCRIPTION • Talk about the other pictures in Exercise 1 in pairs.

4. POSTCARD GAME • Bring a postcard to school. Form groups of four to six players. Sit in 
a circle and place your pictures in front of you so that everybody can see them clearly. Pass on a small ball 
to a classmate and say something about his/her postcard. Play several rounds to give full descriptions.

 
EXTRA TASK 

A PHOTO COMPETITION • Go for 
a walk on a sunny afternoon and take photos. 
Choose the best ones and show them to your 
classmates. Talk about the photos and vote 
for your favourite ones.

SENTENCE CHEST

What do you think of this photo?
I think it’s beautiful. 
I like the colours.

In my opinion, the colours 
in the other photos are much better. 

VOCAB CHEST

                                                                          

in the distance

in the 
background

on the left  on the right 

in the middle

in the foreground

3

on / on the 
top of

under

in

in front of

behind

between

opposite 
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5. PUZZLE TIME • 
Read the clues and complete 
the crossword puzzle about useful 
objects for a holiday.

CHILDRE N AROU ND THE WORLD

Introduction 
Communication • Paraphrasing 

6

1 *
2

3 *
4

5

6

*
7 *
8 *

9

10 –
11

1. You need them for long walks. You wear them on your feet.
2. It’s a small knife.
3. You wear them when you go skiing. They protect your eyes.
4. This book tells you about famous places to see or visit.
5. You wear it on rainy days.
6. You sleep in it when you are on a camping holiday.
7. You can cut your nails with them.
8. You need these types of clothes in rainy weather. They save you from getting wet.
9. You can take photos with it.

10. This useful gadget can tell you the way.
11. You can dry your hair with it.

6. YOUR TURN • Create a crossword puzzle about useful objects for a beach holiday. 

EXTRA TASK 

When do you need these things? Talk in pairs.

 I need a fi shing rod when I want 
to catch fi sh.

 I need a pair of goggles when 
I want to swim underwater.

VOCAB CHEST

1. a fi shing rod
2. goggles 
3. beach-wear
4. an air-bed
5. a fi rst-aid kit

 6. suntan cream
 7. a towel
 8. a mobile phone
 9. fl ip-fl ops
 10. a sun umbrella
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Complex skills development • Introduction

7. MEETING SOMEONE • Listen to Oli introducing Julia to some other people. Then find and 
correct the false information.

 The children come from fi ve different countries. 

 Julia has been in Hungary for two years.

 She is from the capital city of the UK.

 Pablo has been in Hungary since Christmas. 

 He likes his new home but he misses his old school friends a lot.

 He can visit them only once a year.

Now read the conversation in Exercise 8 and check your work.

8. ROLEPLAY • Listen again and read. 

Oli Julia, meet my friends. This is Dorka and this is Pablo. Julia has just arrived 
 in Hungary. She is from the United Kingdom.
Julia Hi Dorka, hi Pablo. Nice to meet you. 
Dorka And you. Where exactly do you come from?
Julia From Exeter, a town in the south of England.
Pablo What an international team we are! Julia is from the UK, Dorka is Hungarian, 
 Oli comes from China and I’m from Italy.
Julia When did you come to live here?
Pablo I have been in Hungary since last summer. We arrived in mid-July. I like it 

here, though I miss my grandparents a lot. Unfortunately, they can’t come to 
visit us. We can travel home only once a year. 

CARD 1

Name: Tom Morrison
Nationality: Australian
Home town: Canberra 
Arrived in Hungary: 
July 2013

CARD 2

Name: Ingrid Müller
Nationality: German
Home town: Ulm
Arrived in Hungary: 
April 2010

CARD 3

Name: Kovács Kinga
Nationality: Hungarian
Home town: Arad
Arrived in Hungary: 
June 2008

CARD 4

Name: Carl Gauss
Nationality: Austrian
Home town: Graz
Arrived in Hungary: 
January 2013

EXTRA TASK   Work in groups of four. Choose one card each and act out the conversation. 

9. EXPERIENCES • Complete the sentences about interests and experiences.

Oli likes  music but he has never played  (never, play) in a band in his life.
Julia often  (go) hiking, but she  (not visit, 
yet) any national parks in Hungary  .
Oli  (prefer) staying in hotels but he  (never, 
stay) at a six-star hotel. 
He  (want) to travel round the USA. He  
(already, visit) New York.
Julia sometimes  (visit) her relatives in Denmark. 
She  (already, be) to France too, but she  
(not be, yet) outside Europe  . 

4
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CHILDRE N AROU ND THE WORLD

Introduction 

Hi Helen,
Greetings from India, where I’m visiting my 
uncle for 3 weeks. ................................................
.......... it only gets boiling hot every other day!
................................................................................ .
It is famous for its tigers. ....................................
................................................ . But it was a 
fabulous day, anyway.
I’ll call when I return to London.
Hugs, Mike

Dear Richard,
Having a great time in the 
countryside, far away from the noise 
of the city. ................................................
....................................................................
...................................................................
Our telephones don’t work here, .......
.................................................................. .
Please write, 
Emma and John

Dear Pablo,
Hope all is going well with the beginning 
of school. 
I’m enjoying ............................................................
...................................................................................
Please come to see me among the 
snow-capped mountains. I’m sure ..................
......................................................................... .
Am off to Ottawa tomorrow but I’ll be back 
in a fortnight.
Love, Janet

Written communication • Informal messages

10. THREE MESSAGES • Complete the email messages with the sentences in the box. 

• It’s rainy season here, …
• … you’ll enjoy it.
• … but we can keep in touch via 

the Internet.
• Yesterday we visited Rantham-

bore National Park.
• … my stay at the University 

of Alaska. 
• Have seen lots of farm animals 

and done some work too.
• We didn’t see any. 

11. USEFUL 
EXPRESSIONS • 
Find the pairs. 

 you have received my parcel.

 for your message.

 to hearing from you.

 of love to everyone.

 in touch.

 care.

 hear from you. 

 you doing?

 when I return.

 going well.

1  Hi, how are
2  Hope all is
3  Nice to
4  Thanks
5  Lots
6  I hope that
7  I’ll write
8  Please keep
9  Looking forward

10  Do take

12. SITUATIONS • Choose a situation card and write a message in your exercise book. 
The expressions in Exercises 10 and 11 will help you.

SITUATION 1
FAMILY HOLIDAY IN CROATIA
You want to tell your grandparents that you are 
having a great time. 
Accommodation: at a campsite 
Weather: cloudy, sunny every other day
Activities: going boating and snorkelling
Further plans: stay a week longer than planned 

SITUATION 2
SCHOOL EXCHANGE VISIT IN POLAND 
You want to tell your parents that everything 
is okay. Ask them not to worry about you.
Accommodation: with host families
Weather: warm but often rainy
Activities: sightseeing, hiking, making 
friends
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Learning to learn • Useful tips  

13. HOW DO I LEARN A LANGUAGE? • Read these statements. Are they true about you? 

 I learn best if I study with one or two friends.

 I work best by myself.

 To remember a new word, I need to see it fi rst.

 To remember a new word, I need to hear it many times.

 Body language helps me to remember words and phrases.

 Pictures help me to remember words and structures.

 I learn best if I can solve puzzles or practise doing tasks with new words.

 In lessons, I feel shy when I speak English.

 In lessons, I like written work the most.

 In lessons, I like conversation the most.

 I try to practise English outside class.

Your comments:

EXTRA VOCAB GAMES    Try these ideas to revise vocabulary you have learnt.

 Play a memory game 
with some classmates:

 Play word builder games:

 Make mind maps: food, drinks, clothes, games and activities (outdoor and indoor)

write
make

a message a mistake

snorkel  ⇒  go snorkelling  
wall climbing  ⇒  climb a wall

PARTIES
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Grammar chest • Revising and practising structures (Present, past and future) 

CHILDRE N AROU ND THE WORLD

Introduction 

14. REGULAR ACTIVITIES AND HABITS 
a) Complete the sentences with the correct forms of the Present Simple Tense.

Kevin ...................................... (live) on a farm in Australia. Australian children living 
in isolated places ........................................ (not go) to school. Kevin .................................... 
(not learn) at school either. His teacher ......................................... (send) him some work 
every morning. Kevin .......................................... (do) his homework on a computer. 
He and his friends often .................................... (go) riding at weekends. They ..................
.................. (not travel) far. They sometimes ........................................ (visit) a koala park. 
Kevin usually ............................................ (take) photos of the animals but he never 
..................................... (feed) them.

b) Ask questions. Use different question words each time.
We go to the ice rink on Fridays.  .............................................................................................
I visit museums at weekends.  ...................................................................................................
You always go to school by bus.  ................................................................................................
He does his homework in the afternoons.  .............................................................................
They go to the corner shop to do their shopping. .................................................................

DO NOT FORGET! There are verbs that you can use only in the Present 
Simple Tense when you are talking about general states. 

 Senses: hear, notice, see, smell 
 Emotions: love, hate, like, dislike, prefer, want, mind, wish, need
 Knowledge: think (= believe), believe, know, mean, understand, remember, forget
 Permanent states: be, have (= possess), cost, belong to, consist of

15. ONGOING ACTIVITIES
a) Complete the sentences with the Present Continuous Tense. 

Today I ........................................ (stay) at home because I have a headache. 
Mum ..................................... (not relax), she ................................. (make) some lemon tea 
for me. My brothers .................................... (watch) a good cartoon on TV at the moment. 
And listen, dad ..................................... (play) the piano. What’s that noise? Some people 
.................................... (have) a garden party next door. They ..................................... (have) 
a good time, even though the sun ........................................ (not shine).

b) Ask four questions about the text in Exercise 15. a) in your exercise book. 
Use different question words each time.

16. PRESENT SIMPLE OR CONTINUOUS?

a) Complete the sentences with the correct forms of the verb in brackets.

Listen! The dog .......................................... (bark).
I often........................................ (play) basketball with my friends on Sundays.
My grandma usually ...................................... (get up) at 6.30.
We ...................................... (repair) our bikes at the moment.
It ........................................ (snow) now. I .......................................... (want) to play outside.
You .................................................. (visit) your relatives twice a month.
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b) Make these sentences negative.
My grandparents are playing chess – they like this game.
My little brother is saving up because he wants to buy a new matchbox car.
I’m hurrying because I want to catch the bus.   

c) Ask questions. Use different question words. 
They never spend their holidays at the seaside.
He is trying his new jeans on in the changing room.
My cousin visits us twice a month.
I’m looking out of the window.
My dog likes hiding in the fl owerbeds.      

17. PAST ACTIONS

a) Complete the sentences using the Past Simple Tense.
My dad often buys the morning newspapers but yesterday he ................ (forget) to buy them.
We don’t leave the house before 7 o’clock, but yesterday we ............... (leave) at half past 6.
I visit my grandparents once a week but last week I .................... (see) them twice.
He always reads in bed. He .................... (read) a very exciting short story last night.
My mum doesn’t swim well but she .................... (swim) quite well yesterday.
My cat sleeps a lot. She .................... (sleep) 14 hours last Monday.
I often send messages to my friends. ...........................................................................
They don’t drink milky tea every morning. ...........................................................................

b) Put the verbs into the Past Continuous Tense.
I ...................................................... (read) a book when she came in.
She ...................,,........................... (sing) while we ............................................ (dance).
They .............................................. (watch TV) when we got home.
Jim ................................................ (not write) his book all afternoon.
At 6 o’clock we ................................................ (not learn) English.
While it ......................................... (rain), they ........................................ (play) table tennis.

c) Ask questions.
Last summer they went to France by car. 

Our dog was playing with the neighbour’s cat all day.  

My sister found some money in the park the day before yesterday. 

We were taking a photo of the cathedral when it started to drizzle. 
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CHILDRE N AROU ND THE WORLD

Introduction 
18. PAST SIMPLE OR CONTINUOUS?

a) Read the text and answer the questions.

Yesterday, Tina was having a rest in her bedroom when her phone rang. It was her 
cousin. She invited Tina to her birthday party. Tina got dressed because she wanted 
to go to the mall to buy a present. While she was walking down the stairs, she fell 
and hurt her left foot. She couldn’t go to the shops, so she decided to make a present 
at home. 
What was Tina doing when the phone rang? ..................................................................
What did she do after the call? ..................................................................
How did she hurt her foot? ..................................................................
Why did she decide to make a present at home? ..................................................................

b) Complete the sentences with the correct past forms of the verb in brackets.

When I arrived, my sister ............................................ (have) dinner.
He was sitting in a café when I ........................................ (see) him.
She .................................... (cook) lunch and suddenly the lights went out.
I lost my key while I ............................................ (jog) in the park.
You were watching TV when someone ............................................ (ring) the door bell.
He ........................................ (not do) his homework when his dad came home.

19. TALKING ABOUT EXPERIENCES

a) Complete the sentences. Use the Present Perfect Tense.
He .................................................... (already, travel) by aeroplane.
They ................................................ (be) to Slovenia three times.
We .................................................... (not visit) a national park in Poland yet.
She .................................................. (not swim) in the sea before.

b) Complete the sentences with since or for.
We have been at school ...................... 8 o’clock.
I haven’t seen you .......................... Christmas.
He hasn’t opened his schoolbag .................... 2 days.
She has had her sports car .................. 2010.
They haven’t read the newspaper ................ a week.

20. TALKING ABOUT THE FUTURE 

a) Write about your plans for the weekend. Use the correct forms of be going to.
meet a friend ................................................................................................................
do some shopping ...............................................................................................................
go on a trip ................................................................................................................
help around the house ................................................................................................................

b) Complete the sentences with the correct forms of be going to.
They ................................................ (visit) us next Sunday. 
We .................................................... (not play) at home. 
Dad ................................................. (drive) us to the countryside. 
We .................................................... (have) a picnic lunch. 
.......................................................... (you, stay) at home?
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VOCAB CHEST

get a nice present
meet a famous person
eat out
go abroad
win the lottery
do well at school

c) What do you think will happen to you next month? 

I think we will

I don’t think we’ll

I hope my friends 

I think I 

WELL DONE!

If you need more help, turn to the MINISECRETS OF ENGLISH 
in your course book or ask your teacher.

EXTRA GAMES    CLASSROOM ENGLISH • Find the pairs. Then choose a game to play 
in small groups.

 understand it.

 you spell that?

 fi nished it yet.

 use a dictionary?

 do it together.

 help me, please?

 it mean?

 again, please.

1  What does
2  Say it
3  I don’t
4  Could you 
5  Let’s 
6  How do 
7  Can I 
8  I haven’t

a) MEMORY GAMES • Prepare some CLASSROOM ENGLISH MEMORY CARDS and then play 
together in order to find the matching pairs.  

b) NOUGHTS AND CROSSES • Take turns to finish the sentences in order to get a square for 
your team. 

13

Could you…?
It’s … I don’t…

Say… What does…? Can I…?

I haven’t… Let’s… How…?
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Communication • Talking about hobbies
and interests

Talking about hobbies and interests •
Describing people •
Fashion and clothes •
Talking about past habits •
Sound chest: silent letters •
Learning tips: grouping words •

Exam topic: Family, daily routine, habits

GENER ATIONS 

munication • Talking about hobbies

GENER AT

Unit1

14

2. INTERESTS • Listen to Marci and complete the text. 

I’m ........................  ........................ learning foreign languages. I’m a ........................ 
........................ of Russian and English. I’d like to ..........................  ...................... Chinese 
one day.   
Dad’s hobby is Nordic ....................... . He often goes for long walks in the ........................ . 
Mum has taken up .............................  ........................ as a hobby recently. She is really 
good at it and she ........................ it very much. She has got a nice collection of 
........................ and necklaces. My grandma doesn’t really go in for ........................  
........................ . She used to collect ........................ when she was a student. 
But she ........................ ........................  ............................. when she got married and 
stopped ........................ around. But she is still ........................  ........................ reading 
about ........................ countries. Grandpa is ........................ ........................ chatting 
........................ . He is cool.

3. WHAT ABOUT YOU? • Write about yourself. 

Do you have any hobbies?  ......................................................................
Do you enjoy outdoor activities? ......................................................................
Are you keen on learning languages? ......................................................................
What are you interested in?  ......................................................................
What are you really good at?  ......................................................................
Is there anything that you are not so good at? .......................................................................
Would you like to take up a new hobby?  ......................................................................
Why? (Why not?) ......................................................................

EXTRA TASK   Talk to a classmate. Then write about him/her in your exercise book.

5

1. HOBBIES • Put the words in the right part of the table. Then talk in small groups.  

pebbles , poems , the guitar, judo, German, banknotes, yoga, a diary, ball games, 
letters, martial arts, coins, Russian, karate, chess, postcards, stories, badminton,
foreign languages 

collect do write play learn

pebbles poems

   What’s your hobby?
   Playing the guitar. And yours, Kinga?
    Mine is collecting pebbles. And yours, Miki?
     I don’t collect anything. My hobby is writing poems. 
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6

Vocabulary • Describing people

4. GUESS WHO? • Listen and find the pictures. Then listen again and label them. 

a long-haired girl a boy with short 

spiky hair

a boy a girl 

an elderly man a man a woman a woman 

an elderly woman a woman a man  a man 

5. FACES • Read the description of the first picture. Then choose another face and give a full 
description of it.

The long-haired girl in picture number 1 is in her early teens but she looks a bit 
older then she is. She has got a ponytail. She has got a pretty face with dark-coloured 
eyes and a small nose. She looks a bit sad.

a girl 
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GENER ATIONS GENER AT

Unit1
Listening and writing • Talking about people and their clothes

6. A FAMILY PHOTO • Complete the description. Then listen and check your work. Who is not 
in the photo?

EXTRA VOCAB CHEST 
on family 

sister-in-law 
brother-in-law 
mother-in-law 
father-in-law 
niece 
nephew

sógornô
sógor
anyós
após
unokahúg
unokaöcs

2. ábra:  Családi fotó (PZS)

This family photo was taken in the ............................. . The woman with 
............................. hair in a white T-shirt is my sister-in-law. The man ...............................  
............................. is her husband. The ............................. woman standing next to him 
is my mother-in-law. The man ............................. the women is my father-in-law. 
The woman in a ............................  ............................. is my mother. My husband is 
............................. me and my mum.
The little boys are my husband’s ............................. . They are standing in front of 
their grandmother. The boy in ............................  ............................. is three years 
younger than ............................  ............................. .
My father is a ............................. man. He is in his ............................ ............................ . 
He wears ............................. . He has got a short beard and a ............................. . 
On bright ........................ days, he likes wearing a T-shirt with shorts and a .........................  
............................ . Unfortunately, you can’t see him here as he was the .......................... .

7. PUZZLE TIME • Do the crossword puzzle.
1 *

2 – *
3 *

4 *
5

6 *
7 *

8 *
9 *

10 *
11 *

1. bô ing

2. lapos sarkú csizma

3. divatos ruhák

4. ujjatlan felsô

5. kardigán

6. bôr bakancs

7. lapos talpú cipô

8. elegáns nadrág

9. magas talpú cipô

10. farmerszoknya

11. szûk farmer

7
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8. MEMORY GAME    WHAT ARE THEY WEARING? • Walk around the classroom 
and try to memorise what your classmates are wearing. Then take your seat and write a short description 
of two or three of them. Use the clues in the VOCAB CHEST and the crossword puzzle in Exercise 7.

Tina is wearing a sleeveless top with a pair of straight-legged trousers. 
She has got trendy, fl at shoes on. 

VOCAB CHEST 

checked
plain
patterned
tight     
high-heeled 
knee-length  
ankle-length
long-sleeved 
short-sleeved 
V-necked 
polo-necked
pointed
cotton  
woollen
silk

Listening and writing • Practising a structure (used to – talking about past habits)

have a detached house / 
have a small fl at 

Dorka’s grandma used to 
live in  a detached house. 
Now she lives in a small fl at.

 live in a quiet area / 
live in the city centre
 keep dogs / have a parrot
 work as a nurse / look after 
her grandchildren
 play basketball / go to the 
swimming pool 
 wear a necklace / keep it 

 in a box

8 9. OBJECTS FROM THE PAST • Listen to Dorka’s grandmother talking about her life years 
ago. Tick the pictures of her objects. Then write about her.en write about her.
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10. WHAT DID THEY USE TO DO? • Talk in pairs. Then write about the children in your 
exercise book.

Oli used to be an early bird when he was a child 
but as a teenager, he likes getting up late. 

OLI JULIA DORKA PABLO

when he / she 
was a child

be 
an early bird

hate 
ball games

have diffi culty 
with English

drink 
lots of coke

as a teenager
like getting up 
late

play volleyball
speak English 
fl uently

drink water

11. WHAT ABOUT YOU? • Write about your family, using the examples and the given key words. 
You can add your own ideas.

20 years ago, my grandpa used to have  Now his hair is white.
shiny black hair.   
He didn’t use to wear glasses.   Now he wears them all the time.
He used to like hiking in the countryside. Now he prefers staying at home. 

VOCAB CHEST 

play with Lego blocks    
read fairy tales  
go to the music school 
play tennis    
ride a tricycle
be afraid of water
sleep after lunch
have short hair   

wear glasses
watch cartoons  
do crossword puzzles
help around the house
work
use the Internet
use a smartphone
chat online

As a young girl, my mum used to...
In those days she didn’t use to...
Now she...

At the age of 5, I didn’t use to...
Now I...

In Grade 2, me and my friends 
used to... but now we don’t...

12.  GAME  FIND SOMEBODY WHO... • Form two groups. Choose a TASK CARD and act it out. 

TASK CARD 1 – Group 1

Choose an action word each and write 
a question. 
e.g. Did you use to go skating when 
you were 9 years old?

Then walk round and ask your 
classmates. Then share the information.

TASK CARD 2 – Group 2

Choose an action word each and 
write a question. 
e.g. Do you go skating in winter?

Then walk round and ask your 
classmates. Then share the 
information.

18
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LIST 1

scruffy
dyed
knee-length
low-heeled
casual
straight
long
pointed
fl at
stylish
shoulder-length
trendy

LIST 2

Things to collect
coins
banknotes
books
postcards

Communication
computers
postal service
blogging
smartphones

Things to wear
suit 
jacket
cardigan
sandals
jeans

LIST 1 (words grouped)

13. WORK IT OUT • Read the examples in Exercises 9-12. How do you talk about past habits? 
What about regular activities in the present? Discuss it with your teacher and see more examples in your 
course book (Minisecrets of English).

Listening • Pronunciation practice

14. SOUND CHEST  SILENT LETTERS • Listen to these words. Then listen to them when 
they are used in sentences. Can you hear the difference?

interesting This book is really interesting.
favourite Handball is my favourite game.
family She often goes with her family.
chocolate I love chocolate.
factory Dad works in a chocolate factory.
strawberries Can I have some strawberries?

Learning to learn • Memorising words and phrases

15. GROUPING AND LABELLING • Follow the instructions below to try out this technique. 

A. Read the words in List 1 and try to memorise 
them in about a minute or two. Then recall them 
without looking at the list. Write down as many 
as you can remember. 

B. Read List 2 and do the same as in part A.

C. Now go back to List 1. Group and label the 
words as in List 2. Now try to memorise and 
recall your labelled list. Do you fi nd it easier 
to remember the words this way?

USEFUL TIPS

Grouping words helps you 
to remember them. 

Labelling can also help 
to store the words 

in your long-term memory.

16. WORD LISTS • Make similar lists of vocabulary items learnt earlier and stick them on the class-
room wall for your classmates to remember and recall. 

9
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17. WHAT DOES IT MEAN? • Write the words / phrases in Hungarian.  

VOCAB CHEST

 
sth = something

18. HOW DO YOU USE IT? • Write your own sentences using the words in italics.

SENTENCE CHEST

He is keen on learning foreign languages.
The man with glasses is my uncle.
He likes wearing sporty clothes.
I used to be afraid of spiders when I was little.
We didn’t use to like handball.

.................................................................... 

...................................................................

...................................................................

...................................................................

...................................................................

19. QUESTION TIME • Ask questions.

Kevin used to collect coins when he was younger. ...............................................................
Now he collects model cars. ...............................................................
The woman in the white dress is my aunt. ...............................................................
She always wears trendy clothes. ...............................................................
Grandma told us about her life in the past. ...............................................................

Dictionary 

accept                 ...........................
acquaintance  ...........................  
ankle-length  ...........................
annoy  ...........................
be an early bird  ...........................
be busy with sth  ...........................
be keen on sth  ...........................
behave well  ...........................
design clothes  ...........................
download  ...........................
dream of sth  ...........................
elderly  ...........................
extreme cold  ...........................
fl at shoes  ...........................
fl uent speaker  ...........................
gift  ...........................
give sth up  ...........................
go in for sth  ...........................
high-heeled  ...........................
hunt for  ...........................
instant messaging  ...........................
jewellery   ...........................
keep an online diary  ...........................
knee-length  ...........................
leather   ...........................

long-sleeved  ...........................
low-heeled   ...........................
maintain traditions  ...........................
melt  ...........................
pointed  ...........................
polo-necked  ...........................
relatives  ...........................
short-sleeved   ...........................
sibling   ...........................
skinny jeans  ...........................
sleeveless  ...........................
smart clothes  ...........................
straight-legged 
   trousers   ...........................
stylish  ...........................
suit jacket   ...........................
support a team  ...........................
take up a hobby  ...........................
torn jeans  ...........................
turn down the music  ...........................  
V-necked  ...........................
means 
   of communication  ...........................

20
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20. SECRET TREASURE CHEST  

VOCABULARY
a) Label.

b) Insert verbs. Use keep (2x), learn (2x), take, support, have and turn.
..................................... pets .................................... foreign languages 
..................................... through mistakes .................................... a diary 
..................................... diffi culty .................................... down the music
..................................... the local team .................................... up a hobby                

☺☺☺

FUNCTION

Write about your hobbies and interests. Use of, at, for, in, on and up 
where necessary.

☺☺☺

STRUCTURES

Write about past (used to) and present habits (Present Simple). 

☺☺☺

Self-evaluation

I enjoy ..........................................................................................................................
I’m keen .......................................................................................................................
I am interested ...........................................................................................................
I am really good ........................................................................................................
I’d like to take ..........................................................................................................
I don’t really go in ....................................................................................................
I’m dreaming ..........................................................................................................

We
eat a lot of sweets / eat a lot of fruit

She
wear sporty clothes / wear smart clothes

I
walk to school / take the bus

He
stay at home and watch TV / go hiking

1  ......................

2  ......................

3  ......................

4  ......................

5  ......................

6  ......................

7  ......................

8  ......................

9  ......................

10  ......................

11  ......................

12  ......................
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Communication • Conveying information

Conveying information •
Print media •
Understanding and sharing information •
Reported instructions and information  •
Sound chest: linking words together •
Learning tips: calming down and relaxing •

Exam topic: Media and communication

PRINTED OR ONLINE?

f

OPRINTED O

Unit2

22

1. TRUE OR FALSE? • Listen to Oli and find the true information. Correct the false statements.

 Oli watches TV all day and night.

 He likes talent shows.

 One of his favourite TV channels is History Channel.

 He always buys teenage magazines.

 His younger brother is interested in celebrities’ lives.

 Oli’s brother thinks teenage magazines are expensive.

 Oli’s mum watches music channels while cooking.

 She doesn’t like interviews with well-known people.

2. MEDIA HABITS • Read and check your answers.

Oli likes watching TV but he isn’t keen on sitting in front of the box all day and night. 
He is fond of documentaries. His favourite TV channels are History and NatGeo Wild. 
He sometimes reads his dad’s papers because he is interested in the local news. 
He never buys teenage magazines because he fi nds them expensive and he is saving 
up for a new smartphone. His younger brother collects them as he is interested in 
rock stars’ lives and he says they have good pictures. Oli’s brother was always fond 
of decorating his room with the free posters that go with these magazines. 
Oli’s mum always listens to the radio while cooking or tidying up. She prefers music 
programmes but also enjoys interviews with well-known people.

EXTRA TASK    Write a paragraph about your family in your exercise book.

3. MEDIA SURVEY • Study the graph and write about these children’s media habits. 

8

7

Internet

6

5

4

Teenage
magazines

3

2

1 Local
papers

Sports
magazines

TV

VOCAB CHEST 

Everybody is fond of…

Most of the children 
like…

Many of them prefer…

Some of them are 
interested in…

A few children don’t 
like…

Books

10
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Vocabulary • Print media 

How often do you… often sometimes rarely never
… watch quiz shows?
… read about sport?
… watch documentaries?
… buy magazines?
… listen to music online?
… watch police dramas?

1 *
2 *

3 *
4 *

5 *
6

7

8

9 *

4. WHAT ABOUT YOU? • Talk in pairs to find out more about each other’s favourite TV programmes.  

5. PUZZLE TIME • Read the definitions and do the puzzle. 

6. MATCHING • Find the best pairs. Then use some of them in sentences. 

1. a short advertisement that you put in the papers when you want to sell  or buy something
2. newspapers can print letters from readers here
3. information on the type, title and time of a programme you can watch on television
4. a report on the weather for the next few days
5. if you write in the suitable words, you will get the solution 
6. a piece of writing in a magazine or a newspaper
7. a funny picture, often with some words
8. the title of a newspaper or magazine article
9. a volleyball match, a swimming competition or a race

 at a cartoon

 news

 letter

 touch

 crossword

 ads

 radio

 on television

1  write a reader’s ..............................
2  listen to a .............................. interview
3  do a .............................. puzzle 
4  laugh ..............................
5  skim through the small ..............................
6  watch a talent show ..............................
7  keep in .............................. with acquaintances 
8  focus on real ..............................
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PRINTED OR ONLINE?PRINTED O

Unit2
Complex skills development • Understanding and sharing information

7. EXPERIENCE FOR LIFE • Work in two groups (A and B). Choose and read one of the two 
magazine articles. Then form A-B pairs in order to share the information with each other.

 A                                                                                                                       
Orlando Jonathan Blanchard Bloom, the star of Kingdom of Heaven, 
The Lord of the Rings, Pirates of the Caribbean, Troy and many more 
fi lms, is a well-known box-offi ce name. He was born in Canterbury 
(England) in 1977. As a child, he attended schools in his home town. 
His mother helped him a lot as he was dyslexic. Though he had diffi culty 
in reading and spelling, he was very successful in acting and art. 

In 1993, he moved to London to study drama, photography and sculpture 
at Fine Arts College. At the age of 16, he joined the National Isa Youth 
Theatre and won a scholarship to study at the British American Drama 
Academy. His professional career started with minor television roles. Since that time, he has 
starred in many fi lms, and received several awards. He was chosen as the best European actor 
in 2005. 

He is very adventurous. In his spare time, he does extreme sports like bungee jumping and 
skydiving. 

 B                                                                                                       
Paula Jane Radcliffe, an English long-distance runner, was born 
in Davenham (England) in 1973. She is one of England’s most famous 
and successful female athletes. She has won the London marathon 
three times, the New York marathon twice and the Chicago marathon 
once. 

Though she suffered from asthma, she took up running at the age 
of 7. When she was 12, her family moved and she joined another 
athletics club. There she met a talented coach, Alex Stanton, who 

made the local female athletes fi tter and more successful. 
In her fi rst year of marathon running, she won the London Marathon with a new world best time. 
Since she started her career as a long-distance runner, she has won several medals. 
She has participated in four Olympics: in Barcelona, Sydney, Athens and Beijing. 
She couldn’t take part in the London Olympic Games 2012 because of a foot injury.
 

As an asthma sufferer, she is strongly against the use of drugs in sport and she supports more 
blood testing in order to catch dopers.
She was the BBC Sports Personality of the Year in 2002.

8. GAME  HOW WELL DO YOU REMEMBER? • Work in your original groups 
(A and B) again. Write some questions for the other group members to check how well they remember 
the facts about your celebrity. 
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Name Daniel Radcliffe

Birth place 
and time

London, England
1989

Job actor

Hobbies football, cricket,
punk rock music

Other 
interests

writing short 
stories and poetry

Name Keanu Reeves

Birth place 
and time

Beirut, Lebanon
1964

Job actor

Hobbies riding a motorbike, 
surfi ng, ice-hockey, 
ballroom dancing

Other interests playing the bass guitar

9. CELEBRITIES • Listen. Who are the children talking about?

10. AN ARTICLE • Listen to some more detailed information about Daniel Radcliffe and Keanu 
Reeves. Take notes in your exercise book. Using your notes and the information in Exercise 9, write a short 
article about one of the two celebrities. 

Reading and writing • Practising a structure (Reported instructions)

11. CLASSROOM LANGUAGE • What does your teacher often tell you to do?

Listen carefully.    Our teacher often asks us to listen carefully.

Don’t use a dictionary.   She asks us not to use a dictionary.

Find the differences.    
Don’t write full sentences.   
Don’t show your work to your partner. 
Copy and complete the table.   
Don’t ask questions now.    
Read through the messages.   
Don’t open your books.   
Find the true statements.   
Underline the keywords.   
Don’t close your activity books.  
Don’t hesitate to ask for help. 

12. WHAT DO THEY ASK OR TELL YOU? • Write the original sentences.

Our teacher often asks us to read the messages thoroughly.
She always tells us not to talk to each other.
She sometimes warns us to think over the answers again.
Mum often reminds me not to spend all my pocket money on sweets.
She also warns me to save up.
My brother asks me to help him with his Maths homework every day.
My friends always warn me not to be late. 

11

12

25
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Pavements should be used if provided. 
If there is no pavement, keep to the 
right-hand side of the road so that you can 
see oncoming traffi c. 

This rule tells pedestrians to use the pavements.

It advises us to use the right-hand side of the 

road if there is no pavement.

Help other road users to see you. Wear 
or carry something light-coloured, or use 
refl ective armbands or jackets in the dark.

This rule advises pedestrians to wear 

Find a safe place to cross the road. 
Where there is a zebra crossing nearby, 
use it. Do not cross the road diagonally.

This rule advises us to 

It also warns us not to

Bus and cycle lanes. Take care when 
crossing these lanes as traffi c may be 
faster than in the other lanes.

Emergency vehicles. If an ambulance, fi re 
engine or police car approaches using 
fl ashing blue lights and/or sirens, keep off 
the road.

Buses. Get on or off a bus only when it 
has stopped. Never cross the road directly 
behind or in front of a bus. 

Are the rules similar in your country?

EXTRA TASK   
WHAT ARE ’TOUCAN’ 
CROSSINGS? • Give 
instructions of how to use them. 
Find help at 
http://www.theorytestadvice.
co.uk/highway-code/rules.
php?sec=1

13. RULES FOR PEDESTRIANS IN THE UK • Explain the rules.
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Listening and writing • Practising a structure (Reported information)

Listening • Pronunciation practice

Learning to learn • Calming down and relaxing

14. OUTDOOR MEDIA • Listen and find the pictures. Then write about the signs.

VOCAB CHEST 

to remind
to say
to inform
to warn
to ask
(to try) to persuade

15. WORK IT OUT • Read the examples in Exercises 11-14. How do you report commands and 
statements? Discuss it with your teacher and see more examples in your course book (Minisecrets of English).

16. SOUND CHEST  LINKING WORDS TOGETHER • Listen and repeat. Can you hear 
a difference?  

television – programme television programme
teen – magazine teen magazine
front – page front page

last – Monday last Monday
print – media print media
closed – building closed building

A. Air the room. 
B. Sit comfortably. Tense your feet, and then relax 

them. Do the same with your thighs, back, 
arms, shoulders, neck and face.

C. Imagine a nice place. Think of something 
pleasant. Breathe slowly and deeply. 

Do you fi nd it easier to work now?

USEFUL TIPS

It is diffi cult to learn if you 
feel stressful or anxious. 

If you are relaxed, you will 
concentrate more easily 

and learn more effectively.

13

14

17. RELAXING • Follow the instructions below to try out this technique. 
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18. WHAT DOES IT MEAN? • Write the words / phrases in Hungarian.  

VOCAB CHEST

 
sb = somebody

19. HOW DO YOU USE IT? • Write your own sentences using the words in italics.

SENTENCE CHEST

Adventure fi lms are popular with the class.
Most of us like watching series.
We are fans of talent shows.
He became an excellent swimmer.
He was ordered to clean the pool.
Mum wants me to do the shopping every day.

.................................................................... 

...................................................................

...................................................................

...................................................................

...................................................................

Dictionary 

advertise  .................................
advertisement / advert  .................................
application  .................................
newspaper article  .................................
avoid  .................................
be popular with sb  .................................
billboard  .................................
bone  .................................
branch of a tree  .................................
celebrity  .................................
certain  .................................
Chinese characters  .................................
circular   .................................
combine  .................................
comprise  .................................
director of a fi lm  .................................
diving equipment  .................................
diving board  .................................
entrance  .................................
escape route  .................................
excellent   .................................
fan of talent shows  .................................
fi sh in private  .................................
fl yer  .................................
front page  .................................
headline  .................................
health problem  .................................
hieroglyphs  .................................
item  .................................
knot  .................................
mass media  .................................
movie company  .................................
notices and signs  .................................
obey  .................................
Peruvian  .................................
Phoenicians  .................................

press conference  .................................
print media  .................................
prohibit  .................................
punishment  .................................
radio guide  .................................
readers’ page  .................................
rectangular  .................................
refuse to ride  .................................
scratch on sth  .................................
set free   .................................
shell  .................................
skim through  .................................
skywriting  .................................
slide apart  .................................
slide together  .................................
small ads  .................................
smartphone  .................................
spell out  .................................
sports section  .................................
Sumerian writing  .................................
swipe down  .................................
swipe up  .................................
switch between 
  applications  .................................
take liberties with  .................................
tie a knot  .................................
top frame  .................................
touch screen  .................................
transmit  .................................
TV guide  .................................
universal meaning  .................................
user guide  .................................
warn  .................................
zoom in  .................................
zoom out  .................................

28
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20. SECRET TREASURE CHEST  

VOCABULARY
a) Guess the word.

☺☺☺

FUNCTION

Ask questions to conduct an interview with Beyoncé.

☺☺☺

STRUCTURES

Report the instructions. 

☺☺☺

Self-evaluation

a short advertisement in the papers  .........................
information on programmes you can listen to on the radio   .........................
a report on the weather for the next few days  .........................
a piece of writing in a magazine or a newspaper  .........................
a funny picture, often with some words  .........................
the title of a newspaper or magazine article  .........................
a person who makes fi lms  .........................
signs or words in the sky  .........................
large boards for advertisements in public places  .........................
to consist of two or more things  .........................

b) Insert the verbs. Use make (2x), keep, focus, do, laugh, skim and transmit. 
..................................... in touch ..................................... information 
..................................... at cartoons ..................................... a crossword puzzle 
..................................... through ..................................... somebody tired
..................................... on sensation ..................................... a fi lm              

Name Beyoncé
Birth place 
and time

Houston, Texas (USA)
1981

Job singer, songwriter, 
dancer

Hobbies designing clothes, writing 
poems, swimming

Other 
interests

watching women’s 
basketball

Please listen to the conversation. (the teacher, ask)
The teacher is asking us 

Don’t jump into the water. It’s too deep. (dad, warn)

Show me your new phone, please. (sister, ask)

I’ll come home late. Please buy some bread for dinner. (mum, ask) 

You must turn off your phones before entering the room. (notice, warn)
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(UNITS 1–2)

plex skills development • Revising vocabulary an

TS (U(UNITS 

Revision1
The long-haired boy is wearing casual clothes: 
a ................................... over a .................................. 
shirt, a ................................... jacket, a pair of 
................................... jeans and .............................. 
leather shoes. He is wearing a ..............................
scarf and a cap.

The girl is wearing ................................... clothes: 
a ................................... top and a pair of fl owery,  
................................... trousers. She has trendy, 
................................... shoes on.

The short-haired boy is wearing a black leather  
.............................. , ................................ jeans and 
a white ................................... . He has got black  
................................ shoes on.

1. Look at the pictures and complete the text.

VOCAB CHEST 

a person wearing a T-shirt / jeans / boots
a man in a suit
a woman wearing a necklace / bracelet
a man with a moustache / a beard
a person with dyed / dark / long / 
shoulder-length hair

a long-haired / short-haired girl
a person with glasses
a person sitting / standing in front of / 
next to / behind…

2. Write about these people. Use the words in the VOCAB CHEST.

3. Complete the words. Then use them in sentences.

short-s     d • knee-l    h • low-h    d • polo-n    d
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I have taken ..................... a new hobby.
We are good ..................... skiing.
I don’t really go ..................... .............. any hobbies.
She gave ..................... collecting postcards last year.
She was always fond ..................... designing clothes.
They are keen ..................... learning languages.
He is very much interested ..................... his family roots.
Please turn ..................... the music, it’s too loud.
I used to be afraid ..................... water when I was younger.
He has diffi culty ..................... Maths.
I use the Internet to keep ..................... touch ..................... my friends. 
Adventure fi lms are popular ..................... young teenagers.

for

down

on

at

up (2x)

of (2x)

in (3x)

with (3x)

4. Complete the sentences with the correct prepositions.

5. Write about Marci. Use the VOCAB CHEST and the pictures.

VOCAB CHEST 
When he was younger… As a teenager…

live in the countryside 
phone his grandparents 
every Sunday 

go fi shing 
watch cartoons 
ride a scooter 

6. Complete the VOCAB CHEST and then write about yourself.

VOCAB CHEST 
When I was younger… As a teenager…

31
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 The notice asks hotel guests not to visit the pool.

 It asks visitors to take their animals inside.

 It warns people not to bring food to the pool.

 It suggests that people can eat and drink in the pool.

 It asks visitors to take a shower before swimming.

 It warns everybody to be careful.

 It tries to persuade people to swim underwater.

 It says that people mustn’t run around inside.

 It says that the place is open all day long. 

 It reminds visitors that they can pay by card.

Mum often asks me to tidy my room.
She wants me to come home straight after 

school.
They always ask me not to take my 

smartphone to school.
They want me to concentrate on my work.
Grandma wants me not to wear my torn 

jeans to school.
She often warns me not to wear make-up.
Dad wants us not to sit in front of the 

computer all day.
He always asks us to turn down the 

music or use our headphones.

POOL RULES
Hotel guests only

No animals in the pool area
No food or drinks in the pool
Shower before entering pool

No running or rough play
Open from dawn to dusk

7. Read the notice. Are the statements true ( ), false (x) or we have no information about them (?). 
Correct the false statements in your exercise book.

8. Write the original messages.

9. Read the notice and write mum’s requests.

Please tidy your room.

Mum is asking Julia toJulia,
I’ ll come home late tonight. 

Please, do the shopping after 

your training. Can you collect 

Mike from school on the way? 

Make some salad for dinner. 

Don’ t wait for me to come home, 

have dinner at around 6. You’ ll 

find some grilled chicken in the 

fridge to eat with the salad. Oh, 

and don’ t forget to feed the fish.

Hugs,
Mum
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Reading and writing • Understanding and conveying information

10. Read the text and answer each question in a maximum of 6 words.

Beyoncé Giselle Knowles-Carter is a famous American singer, songwriter, dancer, 
and actress. She was born in Houston (Texas, USA) in 1981. 
As a young child, she performed in singing and dancing competitions. She was very 
creative and talented. She designed clothes and started to write poems and songs. 
She also liked swimming and watching women’s basketball.
She fi rst became famous as a member of the group called Destiny’s Child. She was 
only 16 when they made their fi rst album. 
She likes using different styles of music: R&B (rhythm and blues), pop, soul and hip-hop.
She has sold many million albums all over the world.  She has received 17 Grammy 
Awards. She is one of the world’s most famous singers – in 2009, she was the top 
female artist.
She is ambitious, full of plans for the future. She is dreaming of combining her two 
favourite hobbies – singing and acting. She wants to star in a musical.

In which country was Beyoncé born? ...............................................................
As a child, was she a talented dancer and singer? ...............................................................
What hobbies did she take up? ...............................................................
Did she do any sports? ...............................................................
What are her favourite styles of music? ...............................................................
What are her plans for the future? ..............................................................

11. Rewrite the sentences in the text, using words and phrases with similar meaning.

Beyoncé is a  ..............................................................................................................
She was born in .........................................................................................................
As a young child, she was  ..........................................................................................
In her free time, she  ..................................................................................................
She also liked  ............................................................................................................
When she was 16 years old, ........................................................................................
She is full of plans .....................................................................................................
She is dreaming of .....................................................................................................
She wants to  ..............................................................................................................

12. Write about yourself.
I am a  ........................................................................................................................
I was born in  .............................................................................................................
As a young child, I was ...............................................................................................
In my free time, I  .......................................................................................................
I also liked  ................................................................................................................
When I was 12, I  ........................................................................................................
Now I’m full of plans  .................................................................................................
I’m dreaming of  .........................................................................................................
I want to  ....................................................................................................................

WELL DONE!
If you need more help, turn to the MINISECRETS OF ENGLISH 

in your course book or ask your teacher. 
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1. MATCHING PAIRS • Match the questions and the answers.

2. CONVERSATION • Talk in pairs about your travel experiences and preferences. The questions 
and answers in Exercise 1 will help you. Then write about your partner.

Helen likes travelling by coach. She takes the coach to visit her aunt every month. 
She rarely takes the train. She has already tried fl ying but… 

 I’ve never fl own but I’d love to try it.

 Because it is fast and comfortable.

 No, I don’t really enjoy it.

 We always take it to visit my granny.

 I like riding my bike.

 Never. I always have a map with me.

 No, because I always wear very 
comfortable walking boots.

 Yes. I often feel dizzy at the back of 
the bus.

1  Do you like travelling by coach?
2  How often do you travel by train?
3  Have you ever travelled by plane?
4  What is your favourite means of transport? 
5  Why do people like travelling by car? 
6  Have you ever felt travel sick?
7  Have you ever had blisters on your toes 

caused by long walks?
8  Have you ever got lost in an unknown place?

3. GAME PROS AND CONS • Work in small groups. Use some dice to choose one of the places 
below, and brainstorm ideas of why to spend your holidays there. Then invite the members of the other 
groups to visit you. Try to persuade them to stay longer.

    We enjoy spending our holidays on a canal boat. We can see wonderful 
villages along the canals. It’s fun to navigate the boat. We can have an active 
holiday. In good weather, we can enjoy the sunshine. 

  
ill
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Vocabulary • Sightseeing

4. PUZZLE TIME • Do the crossword puzzle. 

1 - *
2 *

3

4

5

6 *
7

8

9

10 *
11 *

1. toronyházak
2. vitorlás hajó
3. híd
4. kikötô
5. belváros
6. sétahajók
7. világváros
8. zsúfolt
9. nevezetesség

10. külvárosi terület
11. teherhajók

5. SYDNEY • Listen and complete the text. 

Sydney is a modern metropolis on the south-east ................................. of Australia. 
Its ................................. is one of the largest in the world. 
The ................................. Sydney Harbour Bridge is called the Coathanger by the 
..............................  .............................. . There are always hundreds of ................................. 
ships and ............................... ships on the harbour waters. The city’s ...............................  
.................................  is probably the Opera House. From the air, it looks like a huge 
.................................  ................................. . Behind the building you can see the  
............................. city centre full of .......................... buildings and ............................. streets. 

6. BUDAPEST • Read about the capital city of Hungary. Then cover the text and the picture and 
find the true information. Can you correct the false statements?

Budapest is a modern metropolis on the banks of the Danube, in the north of 
Hungary. There are several magnifi cent bridges over the river. The famous Széchenyi 
Chain Bridge was the fi rst permanent bridge across the Danube in Budapest. It was 
opened in 1849. One of the best-known sights of the city is probably the Buda Castle 
District with the Matthias Church, the Fisherman’s Bastion and the Royal Palace. 
The area attracts thousands of tourists all the year round. 

 Budapest is built on the Danube.

 The Chain Bridge is the oldest bridge in Budapest.

 It was opened in the 18th century.

 The photo shows us the Chain Bridge with 
the Castle District in the foreground.

 The Castle District is popular with tourists.

 There are pleasure boats going under the bridge.

 You can see some suburban areas behind the bridge.

EXTRA TASK  Write about the photo in your exercise book.

15
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DOW N U N DER DOW N U N

Unit3
Complex skills development • Jigsaw tasks

7. PLACES TO GO • Work in groups of three. Each of you should choose a card (1-3). Listen to find 
the matching information about things to do there, opening hours and admission fees. Then share 
the information and answer the questions below together.

The Palace of Miracles is 
a unique interactive science 
museum. 

1

Challenge-land is a large 
playground in the Buda Hills.

2

The Budapest Caves offers 
visitors an unforgettable 
underground walk. 

3

museum.

Things to do and see

 

♦ 7-km-long labyrinth

♦ Stalactites

♦ Wonderful crystal 

formations

Things to do 
♦ Adventure rides through 

the woods
♦ Underground labyrinth 
♦ Canopy walk

g

Things to do and see 

♦ Scientifi c experiments♦ Moonwalk♦ A ride on the miracle bike

OPENING TIMES
10 am to 6 pm

Tickets
Chi ld   2,900 HUF
Adult   3,900 HUF 
Fami ly 11,900 HUF

OPENING TIMES

10 am to 6 pm

Tickets

Chi ld 1,250 HUF

Adult     
1,550 HUF

OPENING TIMES
10 am to 4 pm

Combined t ickets 
for both caves: 
Chi ld   900 HUF
Adult  1,350 HUF

♦ When can tourists visit the caves?
♦ What can you do in the museum?
♦ Where can you enjoy an underground walk?
♦ What can visitors learn about in the Palace of Miracles?
♦ Where can you ride through the woods?
♦ How much can you save with a family ticket for a family of four in Challenge-land?

8. EXPERIENCES • Write about your experiences in the Palace of Miracles. 

we / already / visit / the Palace of Miracles We have already visited the Palace of Miracles. 

I / ride / the miracle bike / twice
..................................................................................................................................
I / not ride a bike / on a rope / before
..................................................................................................................................
My brother / not try / the Moonwalk / before
..................................................................................................................................
Dad / do / some experiments
..................................................................................................................................
Mum / take / some good photos of us
..................................................................................................................................

16
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Listening and writing • Exchanging information

9. WALKING IN BUDAPEST • Listen to some tourists talking in Budapest’s streets. Find out 
where they are. The text in the guide book will help you.

Heroesʼ Square is one of the most beautiful 
squares in Budapest. On the left, you can see 
the Museum of Fine Arts while on the right 
there is the Gallery of Art.
In the middle, you can fi nd the Millennium 
Memorial to the leaders of the seven tribes 
that founded Hungary in the 9th century and 
other outstanding people from Hungarian 
history. The square has been a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site since 2002.

The Fishermanʼs Bastion was built in 1905. 
It is made up of seven towers – each one 
symbolising one of the seven tribes that 
came to the Carpathian Basin in 896. The 
bastion is located in the Castle District which 
has been a World Heritage Site since 1987. 
It is worth climbing, as it off ers spectacular 
views of the Pest side with the Danube 
bridges and the Parliament building. 

Vörösmarty Square is situated in the city 
centre. It is small but really popular with 
tourists. In the middle of the square is 
a large statue of the outstanding Hungarian 
poet Mihály Vörösmarty. Behind the 
monument there is a small park with 
a fountain guarded by stone lions. There is 
plenty to do there, from walking along the 
nearby streets and popping into the small 
gift shops, eating out in traditional cafés 
and restaurants to enjoying live street music.

10. YOUR TURN • Do some research on the Internet, look through books or talk to the local people 
to find out more about where you live. Then write a short article about it.

17
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DOW N U N DER DOW N U N

Unit3
Reading and speaking • Practising passive structures

11. MEMORY CHECK • Correct the false information about Australia. 

Australia is known as the land of tigers.
Australia is known as the land of birds.      or    India is known as the land of the tigers.

Australia is surrounded by the Atlantic and the Pacifi c Oceans.

Bushfi res are caused by the wet climate.

2,000 people were injured in the bushfi res in 1879.

Two out of the ten most dangerous species of snakes can be found in the country.

Tropical rainforests can be found in North America.

12. COMPLETE THE SENTENCES • Use the correct tenses.

This newspaper  ....................................... in London. (print)
The stories  .............................................. by my cousin last year. (write)
This postcard  .......................................... two days ago. (send)
This church  ............................................. in the 15th century. (build)
Our car  ................................................... by my brother. (always, wash)
Egri csillagok  .......................................... by Gárdonyi Géza. (write)
America  ................................................... by Columbus. (discover)
Handbags  ................................................ in the X-ray machine at the airport. (check)
More fruit  ................................................ by children. (should, eat)
These books  ............................................ to the library. (must, return)
Szeged  ..................................................... in the south-east of Hungary. (can, fi nd)

13. YOUR PASSIVE SENTENCES • Rewrite the sentences in the Passive Voice.

Spiders always frighten my little sister.

People in Canada speak English and French.

Lots of children eat fast food in the USA.

We fi nished the lesson two minutes later.

William the Conqueror built the Tower of London.

You can see some exotic animals at the Veszprém Zoo.

We must protect the wildlife in our country.
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14. WORK IT OUT • Read the examples in Exercises 11-13. How do you use the Passive Voice? 
Discuss it with your teacher and see more examples in your course book (Minisecrets of English).

Listening • Pronunciation practice

Learning to learn • Memorising content

15. SOUND CHEST   WEAK AND STRONG FORMS • Listen to the sentence pairs. 
Can you hear the difference?

16. PARAPHRASING NEW INFORMATION • Follow the instructions below to try out this 
technique.   

The train leaves at 6.30.   What are you looking at?
The stories are told by native people. Who were they written by?
Let’s fl y to Poland.    I’ve never fl own but I’d love to.
Is the city popular with tourists?  Who do you want to walk round with?
I’m from Hungary.    Where are you from?

A. Read Text 1 and try to understand it as a whole. 
B. Read it again and underline the most important 

information. Omit any diffi cult details.
C. Rewrite the text, using words and phrases with 

a similar meaning. Then recall the information.
D. Now do the same with Text 2. Do you fi nd it 

easier to remember the information this way?

USEFUL TIP

When talking, use body 
language to express thoughts 
that are too diffi cult for you 
to explain only with words.

TEXT 1

The House of the Hungarian Parliament can be found on the bank of the Danube, 
in Pest. It is currently the largest building in Hungary, and the largest Parliament building 
in Europe. It was built in the Gothic Revival style. It is 268 m long and 123 m wide. 
Its interior includes 27 gates, 10 courtyards, 29 staircases and 691 rooms. Inside and 
outside, there are altogether 242 sculptures on the walls. With its height of 96 m, 
it is one of the two tallest buildings in Budapest, along with Saint Stephen’s Basilica.

TEXT 2

Buda Castle is the historical castle and palace complex of the Hungarian kings in Buda-
pest. The fi rst royal residence on the Castle Hill was built by King Béla IV between 1247 
and 1265. The Castle District, famous for its Medieval, Baroque and 19th century houses 
and public buildings, is part of the Budapest World Heritage Site, declared in 1987. 
Matthias Church is located in the heart of Buda Castle District. It was originally built 
in the Romanesque style in 1015. It was the seventh largest church in the medieval 
Hungarian Kingdom.

TEXT 1 – rewritten

The House of the Hungarian Parliament can be found on the bank of the Danube, in Pest. 
It is the largest building in Hungary. It is nearly 300 m long and more than 100 m wide. 
There are lots of gates, courtyards and staircases, and nearly 700 rooms. There are more 
than 200 statues on the walls. It is 96 m high – as high as Saint Stephen’s Basilica.

18
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17. WHAT DOES IT MEAN? • Write the words / phrases in Hungarian.  

VOCAB CHEST

18. HOW DO YOU USE IT? • Write your own sentences using the words in italics.

SENTENCE CHEST

We always take a train to visit my granny.
I’ve never fl own but I’d love to try it.
I don’t really enjoy travelling by coach.
Tasmania is an ideal place for hiking.
Australia’s unique wildlife must be protected.

.................................................................... 

...................................................................

...................................................................

...................................................................

...................................................................

19. QUESTION TIME • Ask questions.
Our post is delivered once a day.  
A new McDonald’s is opened every 8 hours in the world.  
The articles about the fi re were read by many people last week.  
This nice cake was made by my grandmother.  
Zirc can be found north of Veszprém.  

Dictionary 

a great number of   ...............................
a vast amount  ...............................
a wide range of  ...............................
aerial view  ...............................
all (the) year round  ...............................
arrange  ...............................
attract  ...............................
be badly damaged  ...............................
be located  ...............................
be on display  ...............................
be situated in  ...............................
be surrounded by  ...............................
blister  ...............................
blizzard  ...............................
bottom-left corner  ...............................
camper van  ...............................
cargo ship  ...............................
cause problems  ...............................
celebrated activity  ...............................
challenging  ...............................
cruise ship  ...............................
curve  ...............................
delicious  ...............................
destroy  ...............................
dramatic  ...............................
establish  ...............................
experienced  ...............................

explore  ...............................
feel travel sick  ...............................
heavy snowfall  ...............................
hiker  ...............................
inexperienced  ...............................
injure  ...............................
known  ...............................
live music  ...............................
marsupial  ...............................
means of transport  ...............................
navigation  ...............................
night charge  ...............................
observatory  ...............................
occur  ...............................
paradise  ...............................
peak (of a mountain)  ...............................
pleasant  ...............................
several  ...............................
shipwrecks on 
  display  ...............................
snow fi eld  ...............................
suburban areas  ...............................
telescope dome  ...............................
tower block / 
  high-rise building  ...............................
unknown  ...............................
waterfront  ...............................
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20. SECRET TREASURE CHEST  

VOCABULARY
a) Guess the word.

☺☺☺

FUNCTION

Complete the dialogue.

☺☺☺

STRUCTURES

Complete the sentences. Use passive structures in the correct tense. 

☺☺☺

Self-evaluation

not feeling well during a trip or fl ight  ...........................
a safe area for boats and ships to stay  ...........................
a ship that carries goods  ...........................
a city centre  ...........................
a very high building  ...........................
a building where scientists study the stars and the planets .......................
the amount of money people pay to enter a museum  ...........................
a shop where you can buy small presents and souvenirs  ...........................
very special, unusual  ...........................
the opposite of experienced  ...........................

b) Insert the verbs. Use get (2x), be, ask, protect, prepare, go and lie. 
..................................... blisters  ..................................... for bad weather 
..................................... lost   ..................................... wildlife 
..................................... in the sun ..................................... for advice
..................................... in for travelling  ..................................... situated in the hills                

These pictures ................................................ by my dad last year. (paint)
The message ................................................ a minute ago. (send)
The castle ................................................ by many people every summer. (visit)
Our car ................................................ by my brother. (always, check)
More vegetables ............................................................ by us. (should, eat)
Endangered animal species ........................................................ (must, protect)
Pécs ....................................................... in the south-west of Hungary. (can, fi nd)
Camper vans ............................................... throughout the country. (can, hire)

• .......................................................................? 
  •• Two for adults and two for children.
• ...................................................................... .
  How old are yours?
  •• They are 8 and 11.
• May I offer you a family ticket?
  •• .......................................................................?
• $ 80. 
  •• .......................................................................?
• At 5 o’clock.

Science Museum

• Steam engines on display
• Live experiment show at 17.00

Tickets
Child (4–15)     $ 15
Adult (16 +)          $ 30
Family                     $ 80
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1. CAN WE MEET UP? • Complete the dialogues with the sentences from the box. Be careful, 
as there are some extra sentences you will not need.

• Can we get together after school?
    •• ...........................................................................................

• How about tomorrow after 3 o’clock?
    •• ...........................................................................................

 ...........................................................................................
 Maybe we could go to the library to fi nd books 
for our Geography project.
 Yeah, let’s do that. Can we meet up at 4 o’clock?
 .......................................................................................

 I’ve just heard that there is an interesting 
exhibition at the Science Museum. 

  ...........................................................................................
 I’m sure you’ll like this one – .....................................

 ...........................................................................................
 I’m not sure. ...................................................................

 ..........................................................................................
 Yes. What about next Friday?
  ...........................................................................................
 How about next Saturday?
 OK, I’m free at the weekend.

OK, see you in front 
of the library.

OK, great.

What shall I wear?

…it’s about life in the rain 
forest.

I’d like to but I have to go 
to the music school.

I’ve never fl own before.

Do you think it’s worth 
visiting?

What shall we do?

I’m sorry I can’t make it on 
Friday.

I don’t go in for diving.

I don’t like exhibitions you 
know.

3. ROLEPLAY • Talk in pairs. 
Use the words in the puzzle and 
arrange meetings. The dialogues 
in Exercise 1 will help you.

2. PUZZLE TIME • 
Listen and find out the words 
to complete the crossword puzzle.

1

2

3 *
‘

4 *
*

5

6 *
7

8 *
*

9

10 *

19
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Vocabulary • Wildlife

4. QUIZ • Underline the correct information. (Both answers can be correct.) Then check your work in pairs.

 6. Toucans live in the rainforest / the desert.
 7. Orang-utans are sociable / solitary animals.
 8. Forest elephants feed on leaves / tree bark.
 9. Pandas are deadly / endangered animals.
10. Tigers are omnivores / carnivores.

 1. Frogs are amphibians / reptiles. 
 2. Bats are birds / fl ying mammals.
 3. Butterfl ies are reptiles / insects.
 4. Elephants are plant-eaters / omnivores.
 5. Kangaroos are mammals / marsupials.

5. GAME  ANIMAL BINGO • Write the name of these animals in the grid, in a random order. 
Then listen to the descriptions and tick the matching pictures. Say ‘BINGO’ when you have three ticks 
in any column or line. 

6. THE SMALLEST GIANTS • Compare the different species of elephants. 

Borneo pygmy 
elephant

Sumatran 
elephant

Sri Lankan 
elephant

Indian elephant

Height 1.5–2.5 m 1.7–2.6 metres 2–3 metres 2–3.5 metres

Weight 2,500 kg 2–5 tonnes 3–5 tonnes 2–5 tonnes

Population 1,500 2,400–2,800 3,000–4,000 20,000–25,000

These amazing mammals can be found not only in Africa but also in Asia. Have you 
heard about the Indian, Sri Lankan, Sumatran and Borneo elephants? The world's 
smallest elephant is the Borneo pygmy. An adult male is around 2 metres tall 
and weighs 2,500 kg. It is endangered, as the current population is under 2,000. 

Sumatran elephants are taller and heavier.

20
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Complex skills development • Sharing information 

7. QUESTION TIME • Write the questions about orang-utans. Then listen and check.

In South-East Asian rain forests.
Females weigh around 45 kilos but 
males weigh over 100 kilos. 
They feed on fruit and leaves, insects and 
occasionally birds.
They communicate with squeaking 
sounds.
They spend most of their lives in the tree tops.
Yes. They live alone.
Yes. The orang-utan population has 
declined by more than 50% in the past 
70 years.

Where do orang-utans live? 

8. ROLE PLAY • Work in pairs. Choose an animal and find information about it at 
http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/kids/animals/creaturefeature/ . Then choose a role card and have 
a conversation. 

ROLE CARD 1 ROLE CARD 2

You are a reporter working for an 
online radio station. Call the local zoo 
to interview an expert on wildlife. 
The questions in Exercise 7 will help you.

You are an expert on wildlife. Answer 
the questions asked by a reporter of 
an online radio station. The sentence 
patterns in Exercise 7 will help you.

Name: Name: 
Home:Home:

Length:Length:
Colour:Colour:

Food:Food:

Dice snake 
near the rivers and ................... 
of ................ and .................  
..........-100 centimetres
from greyish ................ to  
................ , with .................... 
spots on the ......................... 
.................. and ...................... 

Name: Name: 
Home:Home:

Length:Length:
Weight:Weight:
Food:Food:

Eurasian otter 
in and near the ...................
of Europe, Asia and ............ 
................................. 
100-................ centimetres
3-.............. kilos
..............................., 
................................ 

EXTRA TASK   Listen again and answer the questions using a maximum of 6 words.
When was Balaton Highlands National Park established? ..........................................
Where can it be found? ...............................................................................................
Why are dice snakes endangered?  .............................................................................
Why are otters endangered? ....................................................................................... 

9. WILDLIFE IN HUNGARY • Listen and complete the information about two of the endangered 
animal species living in Balaton Highlands National Park.

21
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Writing • Practising conditional structures (Conditional Type 1)

10. SAVE OUR PLANET • Find pairs. Sometimes there is more than one possible answer. Then 
prepare a mind map. Can you add more expressions to the list?

 the light

 plastic bags

 trees

 litter

 waste

 fast food

 pollution

 paper, plastic and glass

 recycling bins

 energy

 the lights on

 the tap

1  separate
2  use
3  switch off
4  turn off
5  cut
6  cut down
7  leave
8  drop
9  waste

10  eat
11  buy
12  recycle

1  mum / come home in time

2  you / not use the sat-nav

3  you / not have breakfast

4  he / go out without a coat

5  it / not be sunny
6  they / not hurry

7  you / take this medicine

8  I / not save up

11. DANGER! • Use some of the verbs in Exercise 10 to write about some facts and their consequences. 

If we cut down lots of trees, less oxygen will be produced.
If you switch off the light when you leave the room, you won’t waste energy.
If people don’t use plastic bags, they will produce less litter.

12. WHAT WILL HAPPEN? • Find the best pairs. Then write some sentences.

 you / not fi nd the street

 we / not go hiking

 I / not have enough money for a new phone

 you / soon feel better

 they / miss the bus

 we / cook lunch together

 he / catch a cold

 you / be hungry

1
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Communication • Expressing wishes about the present (I wish / If only…)

Reading and writing • Practising conditional structures (Conditional Type  2)

14. ON A DESERTED ISLAND • Imagine you are shipwrecked near a deserted island. How 
would you survive? Talk about it in small groups.  would you survive? Talk about it in VOCAB CHEST

swim ashore
fi nd water
build a shelter
make a signal fi re
learn by watching 

the animals
learn how to navigate 

through the jungle
gather plants
catch fi sh
weave baskets
make tools
build a raft
navigate with the 

help of the stars
fi nd the way home

EXTRA DREAM GAME    Take turns to tell a story.

 If I had lots of money, I’d travel to the UK.
   If I travelled to the UK, I’d hire a canal boat.
   If I hired a canal boat, I’d…

13. WISHES • Look at the pictures and write about the people’s wishes. 

gy

He can’t open the door. She hasn’t got enough 
money for a new dress.

He doesn’t know 
the answers.

She has broken her leg. He hasn’t got a skateboard.

She can’t go to her 
friend’s party.

He can’t repair
his bike.

1313. . WIWIS

I wish I could 
fi nd my keys.
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15. WORK IT OUT • Look through Exercises 11-14. How do you form conditional sentences? 
Discuss it with your teacher and see more examples in your course book (Minisecrets of English).

Listening • Pronunciation practice

16. SOUND CHEST  SHORT FORMS • Find the pairs. Then listen and check. Repeat the 
sentences with short forms. 

1  Can we get together after school?
2  I don’t like documentaries.
3  Shall we meet up on Friday?
4  Maybe we could go to the cinema.
5  Have you been here before?
6  What shall I wear?
7  Have you ever travelled by plane?
8  I like riding my bike.

 I’m sorry I can’t make it on Friday.

 Yes, I’ve visited this exhibition twice.

 Me too. It’s fun.

 I’d love to but I have to go to music class.

 I’ve never fl own but I’d love to try it.

 I’d rather watch a DVD at home.

 I’m sure you’ll like this one.

 If I were you, I wouldn’t put on that jacket. 

EXTRA TASK   Look through Units 1-2 to find more sentence pairs with short forms. Write a similar 
exercise for your classmates.

1  
2  
3  
4  
5  
6

7  
8  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Learning to learn • Self-monitoring

17. RECORD KEEPING • Monitor your progress in language learning. Be critical but at the same 
time, try to be positive about your work. 

 LISTENING
 I can understand a lot more than a month ago.
 I can follow longer texts without getting tired.
 READING

 I can read faster than in September.
 I can work out the meaning of new words from 

their context.
 WRITING

 I can spell more correctly than last year.
 I’m trying harder to learn from my mistakes.
 SPEAKING

 I can speak more fl uently than last year.
 I am more confi dent in using longer sentences.

Keep a diary of your progress.

USEFUL TIPS

Positive feedback can 
improve your listening, 
reading, speaking and 

writing skills.

But it is also important 
to ask your teacher for 

correction.

You can learn a lot from 
your mistakes.

22
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18. WHAT DOES IT MEAN? • Write the words / phrases in Hungarian.  

VOCAB CHEST

19. HOW DO YOU USE IT? • Write your own sentences using the words in italics.

SENTENCE CHEST

I wish it was sunny.
If only we could go to the beach.
I wish I had a dog.
I wish I knew you better.
By watching his grandpa, he has learnt 
how to make a fi re.

.................................................................... 

...................................................................

...................................................................

...................................................................

...................................................................

..................................................................

Dictionary 

ache    .............................
among people  .............................
amphibian  .............................
ancestor  .............................
bat   .............................
because of   .............................
believe  .............................
butterfl y  .............................
care for  .............................
carnivore  .............................
coconut  .............................
community  .............................
consequence  .............................
cut down  .............................
deforestation  .............................
ecological balance  .............................
feed on   .............................
female  .............................
fl ippers (of a dolphin)  .............................
fl ying mammal  .............................
gather plants  .............................
have an infl uence 
   on sb / sth  .............................
have the right 
   (to do sth)  .............................
keep a record  .............................
keep traditions (alive)  .............................
make tools  .............................
male  .............................
mammal  .............................
marine mammal  .............................
navigate  .............................
nectar  .............................
occasionally  .............................

omnivore  .............................
pepper  .............................
persuade  .............................
plant-eater  .............................
pollen  .............................
pouch  .............................
powerful  .............................
predator  .............................
provide sb with sth  .............................
raindrop  .............................
reptile  .............................
respect  .............................
rice  .............................
roam  .............................
rubber  ............................. 
snakebite  .............................
soil  .............................
solitary  .............................
squeaking sounds  .............................
start a fi re  .............................
starve  .............................
throughout the forest  .............................
transpire  .............................
be trapped  .............................
treat cuts  .............................
treat fever  .............................
tree bark  .............................
tropical  .............................
tusks  .............................
wash away  .............................
water-cycle  .............................
weave baskets  .............................
weigh   .............................
wings  .............................
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20. SECRET TREASURE CHEST  

VOCABULARY
a) Complete the sentences.

☺☺☺

FUNCTION

Write two dialogues in your exercise book. 

☺☺☺

STRUCTURES

a) Complete the sentences. Use Conditional Type 1 or Type 2. 

☺☺☺

Self-evaluation

A butterfl y is an i _ _ _ _ _ . A bat is a f _ _ _ _ _  m _ _ _ _ _ .
Orang-utans are s _ _ _ _ _ _ _   animals.
Elephants are p _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ s. Tigers are c _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ s.
Rainforests have a powerful i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ on the ecological balance.
Trees r _ _ _ _ _ _  and clean water.
A v _ _ _  amount of rainforest trees are cut   _ _ _ _  every year.         

b) Insert the verbs. Use start, feed, set, meet, sell, communicate, keep and cut.  
..................................... up with somebody .................................... down a tree 
..................................... with sounds  .................................... traditions
..................................... on something   .................................... up a tent
..................................... for pets        .................................... a fi re                

If you eat a lot of fruit, you ............................................... . (be healthy)
He will catch a cold if he ................................................ in the rain. (go out)
She will miss the bus if she ................................................ . (not hurry) 
If you get up late, you ................................................ the sunrise. (not see)
If I had more time, I ............................................... a new sport. (take up)
They would go to the beach if it ................................................ warmer. (be)
We ................................................ some pets if we had a bigger house. (keep)

b) Write three wishes.
You are not happy because you haven’t got a new pair of hiking boots. The 
old ones are too tight for you. So, you can’t go hiking with your friends.

Yeah, let’s do that. 
Can we get together after school?
What shall we do?
I’d like to but I have to go to music class. 
OK, see you there.
Maybe we could go to the new pizzeria.
Great.
Can we meet up at 4 o’clock?
How about tomorrow after 3 o’clock?
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(UNITS 3 – 4)

plex skills development • Revising vocabulary and

TS (U(UNITS 

Revision2
1. Look at the picture and complete the text. Be careful. There are three extra words.

museum
waterfront
between

cruise ships
best-known
wide range

capital
busiest
simply
attracts

harbour waters
built

probably
crowded

sight
used to
found

hundreds

Istanbul is the ........................ city of Turkey. It can be ........................ in the Bosphorus, 
the strait .......................... Europe and Asia. This waterway is one 
of the ....................... in the world. There are always ....................... of cargo ships and 
cruise ships on the .......................  ....................... . 
The city ....................... thousands of tourists. They can enjoy a  .........................  
....................... of activities in the city centre or ....................... take a walk on the 
....................... and in the parks. The city’s ......................... sight is ....................... 
the Hagia Sophia, ....................... in the 6th century. It .......................  ....................... be 
a church then a mosque, and now it is a ....................... .

mosque = mecset

2. Describe the photo of Istanbul. Give your opinion, too.

3. Find the best pairs. Then use the expressions in sentences.

1  feel

2  give

3  prepare for

4  cut down

5  set up

6  establish

7  start

8  take

9  produce

10  keep

 a fi re

 sick

 a tent

 oxygen

 a tree

 bad weather

 a train

 advice

 traditions

 a national park
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4. Complete the sentences with the correct prepositions.

1  We never leave these windows open.

2  Canada is a bilingual country.

3  What a beautiful fresco!

4  Lots of animals are in danger.

5  The best-known sight is probably 
the sea life centre.

6  The Royal National Park is the 
oldest in Australia.

 English and French are spoken there.

 They must be protected.

 It can be found by the waterfront.

 They are always locked.

 It was established in 1879.

 It was painted in the 13th century. 

5. Find the pairs.

How often do you travel .................. boat?
He easily gets sick .................. the back of the bus.
Have you ever had blisters on your foot caused ................... long walks?
The area was destroyed ...................... bushfi res last year.
Margaret Island in Budapest is an ideal place .............. long walks.
Take some photos .................... rare birds please.
Children learn ...................... watching their parents.
Those buildings belong .................... the harbour.   
You should ask ................... advice ...................... more experienced people.
Everybody must be prepared .................... changeable weather. 

6. Use the information to write about the pictures. Use the Passive Voice.

Budapest zoo
open / 1866

novel
write / Jókai

Goofy and 
Donald create /
Walt Disney

doubledecker 
buses / see in 
London

watches
make / Germany

EXTRA TASK   Ask questions about the information in Exercise 6.
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7. Complete the sentences about Australia. Use the correct tenses.

Australia ................................................ to South America, Africa and India 150 million 
years ago. (join) 
When the continent ................................................, there were 300 thousand native 
people, speaking 300 languages. (discover) 
Nowadays, less than 100 native languages ................................................ (can, hear)

The Royal Flying Doctor Service ................................................ in 1928. (establish)
More than 6,500 fl ights ................................................ to Australia every year. (make)

Australian football .............. also ........................ ‘Australian rules’. (call)
It ................................................ in Melbourne in 1858. (invent)
The game ................................................ with an oval ball by a team of 18 men. (play)

Today, more than 135 million sheep ........................................... in the country. (can, fi nd) 
One third of the world’s wool ................................................ there. (produce) 
The fi rst Spanish merino sheep ............................................ to Australia in 1797. (import)

8. Write sentences using the clues in the VOCAB CHEST. 

VOCAB CHEST 

take the dog for a walk
not call
stay at home
be angry
have a party
go to the cinema
not go to the beach
buy some ice-cream

If it doesn’t rain, I will take the dog for a walk.

If it rains, ..................................................................................... .
If I get some pocket money, ..................................................... .
If they win the match, ............................................................... .
If you are late for school, .......................................................... . 
If he doesn’t fi nd your phone number, ................................... .
If you don’t invite me to the party, .......................................... .

9. What do they wish? • Use I wish… / If only…

VOCAB CHEST 

go sailing
not stay at home
know the answers
be warmer
not be (so) cold
speak French fl uently
not have diffi culty 
with French

?
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Reading and writing • Understanding and conveying information

10. Read the text and answer each question with a maximum of 6 words.

Ayers Rock is one of the oldest rocks on Earth. 
Uluru, as it is called by the aboriginal people of 
Australia, was formed over a period of about 
500 million years. It was discovered in 1873 and 
named after Sir Henry Ayers, a chief secretary of 
South Australia.
The rock is also known as the red heart of 
Australia. It can be found in the centre of the 
continent, in the Uluru – Kata Tjuta National Park. 
The park is home to over 73 species of reptile, 27 
species of mammal and 150 types of bird.
Uluru is covered with caves full of ancient paintings. It is a sacred place to the 
Aboriginal people of the area. They think it is a symbol of life.
Since the park was listed as a World Heritage Site, the area has become even more 
popular with tourists. Climbing Uluru is a challenging attraction for visitors. It is a 
long (800 m) and steep hike to the top, where it can be quite windy. Visitors can also 
walk round the rock. The 10-kilometre long walk takes a few hours.

What is Ayers Rock called by the Aboriginal people?  ................................................
When was it discovered?  ................................................
Where can it be found?  ................................................
What can be seen in the caves?   ...............................................
Can visitors climb Uluru?  ................................................
How long does it take to walk round the rock?  ................................................

11. Rewrite the sentences in the text, using words and phrases with similar meaning.
Ayers Rock is  .............................................................................................................
It is in  ........................................................................................................................
There are  ...................................................................................................................
In the caves, you can see  ...........................................................................................
Lots of people  ............................................................................................................
They can  ...................................................................................................................

12. Write about your town or village.
Where do you live?  .....................................................................................................
Where can it be found?  ..............................................................................................
What is it famous for?  ...............................................................................................
What can visitors see there?  ......................................................................................
What can they do there?  ............................................................................................
Is it popular with tourists?  ........................................................................................
Do you like living there? If yes, why?  .........................................................................

WELL DONE!
If you need more help, turn to the MINISECRETS OF ENGLISH 

in your course book or ask your teacher. 
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1. SHOPPING TROLLEYS • 
Write about Anna’s and Julia’s shopping.

Anna has bought fewer eggs than Julia.

VOCAB CHEST 

a lot of / lots of
(a lot) more
a few
fewer
a little
(much) less

2. HEALTHY OR UNHEALTHY? • Listen and take notes. Discuss whose diet is healthier. 

Sylus Mark

How many times a day 
do they eat?
What do they have 
in the morning?
What kind of food 
do they like?
What are their 
favourite dishes?

I think Mark’s diet is

Sylus eats

3. GIVING ADVICE • Look through the information in Exercise 2 and give advice.

Sylus
Mark

should eat
drink
have

more
fewer
less

……shouldn’t so many
so much

23

VO

a lo
(a lo
a few
fewe
a lit
(mu

HOPPING TROLLEYS •
bout Anna’s and Julia’s shopping.

has bought fewer eggs than Jullia.
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1

2

3

4

*
5

6

7

8

9

10

1. szeletel
2. süt (sütit)
3. forral
4. kavar

5. fûszerez
6. aprít
7. kimér
8. fôz
9. hámoz

10. süt (olajban)

5. IN THE KITCHEN • Label the objects.

1  ..................................

2  .................................

3  .................................

4  .................................

5  .................................

6  .................................

7  .................................

8  .................................

9  .................................

10  .................................

11  .................................

12  .................................

13  .................................

14  .................................

15  .................................

1
2

3

4 5 6

7 8 9
10

11 12 13 14 15

Vocabulary • In the kitchen

4. PUZZLE TIME • Do the crossword puzzle about kitchen activities. 

EXTRA TASK   

Label the pictures. 
Use some of the verbs 
in the crossword puzzle.

slice breads

n)
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COOKING IS  FU NCOOKING 

Unit5
Listening and speaking • Practising a structure (specifying quantities)

6. CONTAINERS • Find the best pairs.

1  a packet of

2  a jar of

3  a carton of

4  a slice of

5  a tube of

6  a glass of

7  a stick of

8  a head of

 lettuce

 tap water

 salt

 honey

 milk

 celery

 mayonnaise

 cake

7. MEMORY GAME   Match the pictures to the phrases. Then prepare a pack of memory cards and 
play in small groups to extend your vocabulary. 

 a jar of jam

 a cup of tea

 a handful of peanuts

 a pinch of salt

 a portion of rice

 a plate of soup

 a tub of ice-cream

 a loaf of bread

 a bunch of fl owers

 a bucket of water

 a box of matches

 a sheet of paper

 a pile of books

 a pack of cards

 a tube of toothpaste

 a bar of soap

8. SHALL WE MAKE IT? • Listen and complete the list of ingredients for two recipes.

STRAWBERRY-BANANA SHAKE FRESH FRUIT SHAKE 

1 ................... of fresh strawberries
1 banana
1 cup of ................... milk
1 cup of pure ................... ...................
1 ......................... of honey 

....... cups of ................... and raspberries 
1 mango
1 ...................
1 ................... of ....................... yoghurt
1 cup of ................... ....................
1 cup of freshly-squeezed ............... .............

EXTRA TASK   HOW TO MAKE IT? • Write the recipe for strawberry-banana shake or some 
fresh fruit shake. Use wash, peel, slice, mix, add, and serve.

1

7

2 3 4 5 6

1098 11

14

16

12

13

15

24
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Reading and writing • Understanding a recipe

9. PAPRIKÁS KRUMPLI • Read the recipe. Find what’s wrong with the list of ingredients.

10. FISH ‘N’ CHIPS WITH PEAS • Write the recipe instructions.

Ingredients for two people
✓ a pound of potatoes
✓ 80 grams of sausage
✓ 1 onion
✓ 1 small tomato, chopped 
✓ 1 stick of celery, chopped
✓ 2 teaspoonfuls of red pepper
✓ 4 tablespoonfuls of oil
✓   ¼ cup of chopped black olives
✓ salt 
✓ sour cream

 1. Peel the onion and chop it into small pieces.
 2. Braise the pieces in some oil.
 3. Slice and add the sausages.
 4. Then mix some red pepper with the 

braised onion and sausage slices.
 5. Peel and wash the potatoes. Cut them 

into long pieces.
 6. Slice the green paprika and chop the 

tomato into quarters.
 7. Add these ingredients to the mixture and 

cover it with cold water.
 8. Season with salt to taste, and let it boil.
 9. Cover the pot and cook until the potato is soft.
10. Serve with sour cream.

ces.

and

braise = dinsztel      to taste = ízlés szerint

Ingredients for 3 people
✓ 6 fi sh fi llets
✓ 200 grams of fl our
✓ salt, black pepper to taste
✓ 300 ml of beer / milk for children
✓ 6 large potatoes
✓ 300 grams of green peas
✓ oil

VOCAB CHEST 
make some batter = 
 tésztát készít
whisk = habosra ver / 
  kever
coat = bevon, beburkol
place = helyez
on both sides = 
 mindkét oldalon 
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COOKING IS  FU NCOOKING 

Unit5
Listening and speaking • Ordering food

11. GUESS WHERE? • Listen to the dialogues and put the places in order.

12. AT A PIZZERIA • Look at the menu. Suggest some food for the children.

Sylus doesn’t like onions or mushrooms. Kathy is vegetarian.
Mark likes spicy dishes. Anna prefers chicken to beef.
Pineapple is Julia’s favourite fruit. Oli likes salami but he doesn’t like bacon.

at a bed and breakfast house  at a self-service restaurant  
at a supermarket  at home 

at the greengrocer’s  in the vegetable garden 

SALADS                                           

Salads are made from lettuce, tomatoes, 
onions, peppers and cucumbers. 
Add dressing to taste.

Italian 
 with grated mozzarella cheese

Polish
 with sliced mushrooms

Greek
 with olives and feta

Danish
 with Danish blue-cheese dressing

PITA                                         

Island
 diced chicken, pineapple, mushrooms 
and nuts with hot pepper sauce

Chicken
 diced chicken and mushrooms

Vegetarian
 lightly fried onions, tomatoes,
mushrooms, peppers and asparagus

DRINKS

Mineral water
Juice
Shake

PIZZA                                           

Sorrento
 fresh tomatoes, salami, peppers, 
onions and mushrooms

Portofino
 tomatoes, onions, mushrooms, olives, 
peppers, bacon

Venice
 bacon, salami, tomatoes, pineapple, 
mushrooms

Milano
 chicken, mushrooms, peppers and 
tomatoes

Sicily
 chicken, bacon and pineapple

PASTA                                          

Vegetarian Lasagna
 baked layers of pasta, cheese, 
creamy sauce and fresh vegetables

Cannelloni Polo
 pasta tubes stuffed with chicken, 
mushrooms and cheese 
in a creamy sauce

Spaghetti Bolognese
 beef, tomatoes, onions and herbs 
in a thick tomato sauce

Spaghetti Trento
 chicken and mushrooms 
in a creamy herb sauce

25
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13. YOUR TURN • What would you like to have? Order something to eat and drink in pairs. 

Waiter How can I help you?
You I want …, please.
Waiter What would you like to drink?
You  …, please.
Waiter  Thank you. The food will be served in 10 minutes.

EXTRA TASK    
Extend your dialogues.

SENTENCE CHEST

You What would you recommend?
 Have you got any vegetarian dishes?
 What is the speciality of the place?
Waiter I’d recommend Pizza Portofi no.
 If you like exotic food, try Pita Island.
 You must try our freshly squeezed orange juice.

14. CHAIN GAME   What’s the most interesting dish you’ve ever had? Where did you have it?  

Pablo I had tacos in Spain
Dorka Pablo had tacos in Spain. I had sztrapacska in Slovakia.
Sylus Pablo had tacos in Spain. Dorka had sztrapacska in Slovakia. I had tócsi 
 in Zalaegerszeg. 

a loaf of bread
a tin of beans
a dozen eggs
a tub of butter
a box of cornfl akes

crowds of people
a group of students
a collection of postcards
a block of fl ats
a sheet of paper 

Reading and writing • Understanding a recipe

Learning to learn • Compensation strategies

15. SOUND CHEST  LINKING WORDS TOGETHER • Listen and repeat the phrases. 

16. OVERCOMING PROBLEMS • Listen and repeat the phrases. 
Here are some ideas:
♦ paraphrase
 You need a chopping board but you cannot 

remember the word. Ask for something you can slice bread on.
♦ use synonyms
 tasty – delicious; very big – large; plenty of – lots of
♦ use antonyms
 mild-tasting – hot; sweet – sour; healthy – unhealthy 
♦ use body language
♦ ask for help
 How do you say ‘kötény’ in English?

26

USEFUL TIP

Using compensation 
strategies can help you 
to keep the conversation

going. 
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COOKING IS  FU NCOOKING 

Unit5

60

17. WHAT DOES IT MEAN? • Write the words / phrases in Hungarian.  

VOCAB CHEST

18. HOW DO YOU USE IT? • Write your own sentences using the words in italics.

SENTENCE CHEST

We have a light breakfast at home.
He doesn’t really like spicy food.
They are passionate about Greek food.
She has already tried tacos.
Mum made a poppy seed roll for Christmas.
They sometimes invite him for tea.

.................................................................... 

...................................................................

...................................................................

...................................................................

...................................................................

...................................................................

19. QUESTION TIME • Ask questions.
My sister tries to avoid junk food.  .......................................................
To make banana shake, you need low-fat milk.  .......................................................
Eating habits are changing.  .......................................................
My brother has already tried milky tea.  .......................................................
The Pilgrims sailed to America in 1620.  .......................................................
The natives helped them survive the fi rst winter.  .......................................................

Dictionary 

a head of lettuce  ...........................
a jar of olives  ...........................
a packet of onions  ...........................
a pound of beef  ...........................
a tube of mayonnaise  ...........................
apron  ...........................
bake a cake  ...........................
blender  ...........................
boil water  ...........................
chicken breast  ...........................
chop meat  ...........................
chopping board  ...........................
core an apple  ...........................
creamy   ...........................
popular dishes  ...........................
dumpling  ...........................
fi sherman’s soup  ...........................
fry eggs  ...........................
frying pan  ...........................
ingredients  ...........................
kettle  ...........................
last for  ...........................
main course  ...........................
main meal of the day  ...........................
measure the 
   ingredients  ...........................

mix   ...........................
pancake  ...........................
passionate about   ...........................
pastry   ...........................
peel potatoes  ...........................
pepper shaker  ...........................
poppy seed rolls  ...........................
salt shaker  ...........................
salty  ...........................
sauce  ...........................
season  ...........................
the food  ...........................
simmer  ...........................
slice bread  ...........................
sour  ...........................
spicy  ...........................
stew  ...........................
stir  ...........................
supply with   ...........................
sweet and sour sauce  ...........................
tablespoonful  ...........................
tap water  ...........................
teaspoonful  ...........................
thoroughly  ...........................
walnut  ...........................
warm up  ...........................
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20. SECRET TREASURE CHEST  

VOCABULARY

☺☺☺

FUNCTION

Complete the dialogue.

☺☺☺

STRUCTURES

Complete the sentences with

• a few or a little:
Can I have ............................ rolls, please?
You should add ............................ salt, I think.
We need ............................ margarine and ............................ eggs.

• head, loaf, pinch, glass, carton or cup:
a ............................ of salt                 a ............................ of sour cream
a ............................ of water              a ............................ of milk
a ............................ of bread              a ............................ of lettuce

☺☺☺

Self-evaluation

a) Guess the word. 
to remove the skin from potatoes   .............................................
an electric device for boiling water  .............................................
to cut meat into small pieces  .............................................
the sauce you pour on salad    .............................................
foods and spices you need to prepare a dish   .............................................
an object for stirring the food with     .............................................
the food you eat between meals            .............................................
the opposite of healthy                         .............................................

b) Insert the verbs. Use chop, season, core, dry, bake and cover. 
................................... with a lid ................................... with spices 
................................... a cake  ................................... wet glasses 
................................... apples ................................... into small pieces

Seller What can I help you with?
Anna ............................................................................... 
Oli ............................................................................... 
Seller What would you like to drink?
Anna ...............................................................................
Oli ............................................................................... 
Seller Anything else?
Oli  ............................................................................... 
Anna  ............................................................................... 
Seller That’s 2350 forints, please.
Oli  ............................................................................... 
Seller ............................................................................... 
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Communication • Talking about sports

Talking about sports •
Sports grounds and equipment •
Describing and comparing sports •
Obligation (past, present and future) •
Sound chest: intonation •
Learning tips: good practice •

Exam topic: Sports

SPORTS

lki b

SPORTS

Unit6

62

1. HOW SPORTY ARE THEY? • Listen and tick the sports pictures you hear about.1. HOW SPORTY ARE THEY? rts pictures you hear aboutListen and tick the sports pictures you hear about.

2. TRUE OR FALSE? • Listen again to find the true statements. Can you correct the false ones?

3. WHAT ABOUT YOU? • Answer the questions about yourself. Then talk with two partners and 
complete the table. Write about your findings. 

 Mark likes watching sports events on TV.

 He often goes to handball matches.

 He supports the local team but he doesn’t play handball himself.

 He is good at Australian rules.

 He wants to take up a winter sport.

 Oli does martial arts in his spare time.

 He thinks he is very good at judo.

 He trains every other day.

 He wants to try out archery but his mum isn’t pleased with the idea.

 He has never tried out water polo but he would love to.

YOU
What is your favourite sport?

Are you good at it?

Do you want to try out a new sport?
If yes, which one?
Do you do a sport regularly?
If yes, how often?

When did you last watch a match?

27
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Vocabulary • Sports

4. PUZZLE TIME • Do the crossword puzzle about sports. 

5. SPORTS QUIZ • Do the quiz in pairs. Then listen and check. How many answers did you get right?

1

2

3 *
4 *
*

5

6

7

8

9 *
10

11

12

1. birkózás
2. íjászat
3. rúdugrás
4. távolugrás

5. hoki
6. kerékpározás
7. tollaslabda
8. hegymászás
9. lovaglás

10. vívás
11. kenuzás
12. rögbi

 To play badminton, you need a ................................ and two ................................. .
 To play ................................, you need a bat, a ball and a glove. It’s a game for two 
................................ .
 A rink is a place for ................................. It’s not a problem if you haven’t got a pair of 
................................. . They can be hired on the spot in any size.
 A ring is a place for ................................. .
 In a ................................, you can swim. If you have sensitive eyes, it’s useful to wear 
a pair of ................................. .
 You can’t go ................................ if you haven’t got special equipment such as 
............................... and poles. You also need special boots.
 On a track, people can ride a ................................ or a ................................. .
 To play tennis, you go to a tennis ................................. .

EXTRA TASK   Complete the VOCAB CHEST. Use the words you have already learnt, or a dictionary 
if you want to expand your vocabulary.

NAMES
OF SPORTS

EQUIPMENT / 
CLOTHES NEEDED

AREA
TO PRACTISE

ACTIONS
TO CARRY OUT

swimming swimming cap 
swimming goggles
swimsuit / swimming trunks

pool dive, swim

28
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SPORTSSPORTS

Unit6
Reading and writing • Describing and comparing sports

6. FIND THE PAIRS • Read the descriptions and match them to the sports names.

 It is a team sport played on horseback. Riders score 
goals by knocking a wooden or plastic ball into the 
opponent's goal. 

 Athletes take part in running, throwing and jumping. 
 Events include: short-distance running, marathon running, 
 discus throwing, pole vaulting, hurdle-jumping, 

long-distance walking, and high jumping. 

 Sports people perform acrobatic moves in water. Their 
performance is usually accompanied by music. 

 Two or four players hit a ball back and forth, on a hard 
table, divided in half by a net. 

 Sports people ride a bicycle over various distances and 
terrains. 

 It is an individual achievement sport where the aim is to 
jump as high as possible with the help of a long pole.

 Traditional ways of fi ghting. Originally, they come from 
Asia.

 It is a racket sport played on a court, divided in half by 
a net. Players hit a hard ball back and forth over the net 
until it hits the ground.

1. tennis

2. table tennis

3. cycling

4. pole vaulting

5. polo

6. synchronised 
swimming

7. track and fi eld

8. martial arts

7. YOUR TURN • Write definitions using the given keywords.

football: kick, ball, goal
...................................................................................................................................
archery: shoot, arrows, bow
...................................................................................................................................
skiing: move, snow, skis and poles
...................................................................................................................................
hurling: hit, ball, hurley, crossbar
...................................................................................................................................

SENTENCE CHEST

… is much easier than ...
… is less diffi cult than ...
… is the most … of all.
… is by far the most … sport. 
… is the … I have ever tried.

8. WHAT DO YOU THINK? • Give your opinion about the sports mentioned in Exercises 6 and 7.
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1
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4

6

7
8

Listening and speaking • Finding important information in a text

9. THE LONDON MARATHON • Listen and follow the route of the runners on the map. Label the places.

The London Marathon is a long-distance running event. The athletes have to run 
42.195 kilometres to reach the fi nish at The Mall near St. James’s Park. The race is 
open to everybody. Amateurs and professional athletes take part, and many of them 
run to raise money for charity.

EXTRA TASK   Work in pairs. You are sports reporters. Take turns to broadcast the event. 
Use along, towards, past, as far as, over and away from.

10. LONDON’S SIGHTS QUIZ • Listen and choose the correct answers. Then talk about the 
sights in small groups.

Where did the 2013 London Marathon begin?
a. in Greenwich, near the Cutty Sark b. in the city centre, on Tower Bridge
What did the Cutty Sark carry?
a. tea and wool from China b. tea from China and wool from Australia
Why does the roadway of Tower Bridge open?
a. to show how the machinery works b. to allow big ships to go through
Where did Cleopatra’s Needle originally stand?
a. in Heliopolis b. in New York
How high do the observation pods of the London Eye take tourists?
a. 135 metres b. 153 metres
How many houses do the British Parliament consist of?
a. three: the Palace of Westminster, the House of Lords and the House of Commons 
b. two: the House of Lords and the House of Commons
Where does the British Royal Family live?
a. in Buckingham Palace b. in Trafalgar Square

29

30

65

1  Greenwich ..............................................
3   ..............................  .................................
5  the ............................  ............................
7  The Mall

2   the Cutty Sark ..........................................
4   Cleopatra’s Needle
6  the ............................ of ............................
8   ...............................  .....................................
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Reading and writing • Practising structures (had to; has/have to; will have to)

11. TWO CAREERS • Read about Nigel and complete the table. Then write about Dorothy using 
the given information and your own ideas. 

Nigel: When I became 15, my father got a job abroad. The whole family moved, so 
I had to fi nish secondary school in Austria. I had to concentrate on my studies. 
It was diffi cult because I didn’t speak German very well at fi rst. But I managed to get 
good grades. In my spare time, I took up wall climbing. After graduating from 
secondary school, I tried out rock climbing. Now I am a professional solo climber. 
I always have to be very fi t because my sport is very dangerous. I can only rely on my 
own strength and steadiness, and on the safety equipment, of course. I’m passionate 
about climbing. I had to work really hard but now I can say I’m a good climber. 

☺ had to / didn’t have to… Nigel Dorothy
…spend some years abroad
…concentrate on his / her studies
…learn how to live on his / her own
…use safety equipment
…travel to dancing competitions
…train hard to become successful

12. PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE • How do you say it in your mother tongue?

The Pilgrim Fathers had to travel a long distance across the ocean. 
We didn’t have to take a taxi because the bus came on time.
Children in Britain have to wear a uniform to school.
Nowadays, students don’t have to learn Latin at primary school.
He’ll have to eat in the school canteen next month.

13. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS • Write questions, then give short answers.
you / study / German / when you were at school (yes)
 Did you have to learn German when you were at school? Yes, I did.
I / leave / now (yes)
 Do you have to leave now? Yes, I do.
they / work hard / next week (no)
 Will they have to work hard next week? No, they won’t.

you / get up / early / last Sunday (no)

I / do / this work / now (no)

he / run / to school / yesterday (yes)
 

she / go / to an important meeting / now (yes)

we / pay / in cash / next week (yes)
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Listening • Pronunciation practice

15. SOUND CHEST  INTONATION • Listen and repeat the sentences. 

14. WORK IT OUT • Read the examples in Exercises 11–13. How do you talk about obligation 
using the forms of ‘have to’? Discuss it with your teacher and see more examples in your course book 
(Minisecrets of English).

Yesterday I bought a baseball bat, a ball 
and a cap.

We are fond of team sports, especially 
basketball and volleyball.

Last week, we played badminton with 
Mark, Julia and Anna.

To play badminton, you need a shuttle-
cock and two rackets. 

EXTRA GAME   I WENT SHOPPING • Take turns to add items to the list of things. Use the 
correct intonation.

I went shopping and I bought a woollen hat.
I went shopping and I bought a woollen hat and a pair of ski goggles.
I went shopping and I bought a woollen hat, a pair of ski goggles and ski gloves.

Learning to learn • Good practice

16. PREPARE YOUR OWN ACTIVITIES • Plan an activity for your classmates. Follow the 
steps in the example or invent your own strategy. 

USEFUL TIPS

Planning a task develops 
your reading, writing, 

listening, speaking and 
logical thinking in a very 

effective way.

Be creative.

READING TASK:
1. Choose a text you want to build on.
2. Read it thoroughly.
3. Decide on the type of the activity you want to 

prepare for your classmates: 
• true / false statements,
• matching answers to questions,
• fi nding words in the text,
• crossword puzzle, etc.

4. Plan and write the exercise or task.
 Don’t forget to consider,

• how you will explain what to do,
• what you will need (photocopies, interactive board, etc.),
• how much time they might need to work on the task,
• how you will check and reward their work.

31
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17. WHAT DOES IT MEAN? • Write the words / phrases in Hungarian.  

VOCAB CHEST

 

18. HOW DO YOU USE IT? • Write your own sentences using the words in italics.

SENTENCE CHEST

Cycling is as healthy as walking.
Polo is much more dangerous than cycling.
Tug of war is the best game I’ve ever tried.
I had to train hard to become more successful.
We didn’t have to go to school yesterday.
Did you have to learn the words by heart?

.................................................................... 

...................................................................

...................................................................

...................................................................

...................................................................

...................................................................

19. QUESTION TIME • Ask questions.
Everybody is interested in water sports. ...............................................................
The track and fi eld event includes several sports. ...............................................................
Stefanie was involved in a boat accident.  ...............................................................
She had to give up rugby. ...............................................................
Her real career started in Beijing. ...............................................................

Dictionary 

aim of the game  ...........................
archery  ...........................
artifi cial limb  ...........................
athlete  ...........................
badminton racket  ...........................
balance a ball  ...........................
baseball bat  ...........................
baseball fi eld  ...........................
be involved in   ...........................
because of  ...........................  
become (more) 
  familiar with  ...........................
bounce a ball  ...........................
canoeing  ...........................
childhood   ...........................
college  ...........................
compete  ...........................
competitor  ...........................
discus throwing  ...........................
divide in half  ...........................
fencing  ...........................
opponent’s goal  ...........................
high jumping  ...........................
hit back and forth   ...........................
hurdle-jumping  ...........................
individual sport  ...........................
kick the ball  ...........................
long jump  ...........................

long-distance walking  ...........................
manage to do sth  ...........................
notable   ...........................
opposite end of a rope ..........................
pastime   ...........................
pole vaulting  ...........................
real  ...........................
referee  ...........................
rider  ...........................  
score a goal  ...........................
short-distance 
   running  ...........................
shuttlecock  ...........................
ski course  ...........................
ski goggles  ...........................
skis with poles  ...........................
sports equipment  ...........................
sports ground  ...........................
sports woman  ...........................
steadiness  ...........................
strength  ...........................
strike the ball   ...........................
successful   ...........................
take part in   ...........................
terrain  ...........................   
various   ...........................
world cup  ...........................
wrestling  ...........................
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20. SECRET TREASURE CHEST  

VOCABULARY

☺☺☺

FUNCTION

Write a dialogue in your exercise book. Use the given sentences.

☺☺☺

STRUCTURES

a) Complete the sentences with the correct form of the adjectives.

Playing tennis is ................................................. than playing golf. (much, easy)
The long jump is ................................................... than pole vaulting. (diffi cult)
The track and fi eld event is .......................................................... . (by far, tiring)
Chess is .................................... game ......................................... . (good, ever, try)

b) Write YES/NO questions. Then answer them.

She has to get up early on Saturday. (no)

I had to wait for the bus for an hour. (yes)

They’ll have to fi nd a new job next month. (yes)

☺☺☺

Self-evaluation

a) Guess the word. 
a place where people can play tennis                                        
a place where people can play football 
a team sport played on horseback 
gifted       
not real                                                                
a leg or an arm                                                        
a place where children go between the ages of 3 and 6 
a person who plays a sport for pleasure, not for money  

b) Insert verbs. Use take (2x), try, become, score, concentrate, hit and divide.
................................... goals ................................ out an extreme sport
.................................. a ball with a stick ................................ in half
.................................. up a new sport ................................ part in sports events
.................................. on (my) studies ................................ familiar with                

You know what? Let’s try out table tennis. 
I can lend you one. I’ve got an extra set. 
OK. I’ll be ready in no time. 
But I can’t play and I haven’t got a bat. 
Really? Great. 
I’m bored and I have no idea what to do. 
Then let’s go. 
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(UNITS 5 – 6)

plex skills development • Revising vocabulary and

TS (U(UNITS 

Revision3
1. The picture on the left is the mirror image of the picture on the right. But if you look carefully, you’ll 
notice 8 differences. Work in pairs to find them.

2. Write about this sport. Use the words in the VOCAB CHEST.

VOCAB CHEST 

a ball game
2 or 4 players
a court
to divide in half
a net
2 or 4 rackets and a ball
to hit back and forth
over (the net)
to hit the ground

Tennis is a popular sport and free-time activity. 

It is a ball game…

3. Complete the words. Then use them in sentences.
ta   n   d         pe   i     t         se   o  s 

su   e      l                     en   u         c
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4. Complete the sentences with the suitable prepositions.

5. Read the recipe and write a shopping list. 

What would you add .................... the fast-food menu to make it healthier?
We supply them .................... fruit and vegetables.
We often get together .................. a tasty dish.
Chop the apples .................. small pieces.
Decorate the cake .................. apple slices.
The feast lasted .................... three days.
Two years ago, he was involved .................... an accident.
Visitors can talk to famous sports people .................... their career. 
They help us to become familiar .................... a great variety of sports.

EXTRA TASK   Anna made some ham and egg sandwiches yesterday. What did she have to do?

with (3x)
about

for
over
to
in

into

Ham and egg open sandwiches 

1. Mix the hard-boiled, chopped eggs, 
sliced celery, chopped olives and 
mayonnaise. 

2. Spread the mixture on the bread 
slices and cover it with a slice of 

 ham and cheese on each sandwich. 

3. Decorate the sandwiches with 
chopped lettuce leaves.

Anna had to mix 

6. Write about your favourite recipe. 

What do you have to buy when you want to prepare this recipe?
What do you have to do in the kitchen?
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7. Read and complete the text about changing eating habits.

8. Read the Golden Rules of keeping fit. Complete the sentences with the best word.

9. Ask questions using the given question words.

Eating habits are changing. English people used to have 
a .............................. breakfast .............................. sausages, beans, 
ham and eggs or .............................. and eggs with grilled tomatoes 
and mushrooms. Now, they usually have .............................. with milk 
or toast with .............................. or jam. At noon, they usually have 
a quick .............................. – a sandwich and some fruit. The main 
meal of the .............................. is dinner at around 6 o’clock when they 
usually .............................. something cooked. 

day
bacon
slice

marmalade
full

cereal
including
breakfast

have
meal

1. To keep fi t, you should eat ...............................
a) regular b) regularly c) all the time
2. Drink .............................. fi zzy water.
a) few b) bottles c) less
3. You should .............................. snacks between meals.
a) eat b) buy c) avoid
4. Don’t use too .............................. salt or sugar.
a) many b) much c) lots of
5. Spend more time in the gym or doing sports .............................. before.
a) then b) than c) and
6. Join a team or .............................. an individual sport.
a) try out b) give up c) get off
7. Smoking is your heart’s .............................. enemy. You must say ‘NO’ to cigarettes.
a) best b) worse c) worst
8. Sleep more and spend .............................. time in front of the TV or computer.
a) less b) more c) free
9. Try to become familiar .............................. a great variety of sports, and then choose 
the best for yourself.
a) with b) without c) about
10. Always concentrate .............................. your task.
a) for b) onto c) on

EXTRA TASK   Match this information to one of the points above.

Regular exercise makes your heart beat stronger and work better. Exercise helps 
you to concentrate. It gives you extra energy to do other things better. 

He had to run 4 kilometres to reach the fi nish.
How many .....................................................................................................................................?
She has to train hard to keep fi t.
Why .................................................................................................................................................?
He’ll have to eat in the school canteen next month.
Where .............................................................................................................................................?
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Reading and writing • Understanding and conveying information

10. Read the text and answer each question with a maximum of 6 words.

The West Country (Avon, Devon, Dorset, Gloucestershire, Somerset and Wiltshire) 
has the mildest climate in England. The region is well-known for its apple orchards, 
grassy fi elds full of cattle, and traditional pig farms.
The West Country is famous for producing high-quality milk and dairy products. 
Their various types of cheeses – such as Cheddar, or Double Gloucester which is 
ideal for cooking and toasting – are world-famous. They are eaten with specially 
fl avoured local biscuits. 
The seas around are warmed by the Gulf Stream. The tradition of fi shing goes back 
to centuries. Fishing is a big business in the towns and villages on the coastline. 
Fish is sold at the local markets, sent up to London 
or exported. Freshwater fi sh are also available at the 
local restaurants. They come from the fi sh farms 
on the rivers Dart, Exe and Tamar.

WELL DONE!
If you need more help, turn to the MINISECRETS OF ENGLISH 

in your course book or ask your teacher. 

Did you know?
Cream tea is a traditional afternoon dish in the West Country – 
a plate with fresh scones spread with strawberry jam and 
special cream, and of course tea. 

What is the climate like in the West Country?  ......................................................
Name two types of fruit typical of the region.  ......................................................
Name two types of dairy products made locally.  ......................................................
What do they do with the fi sh they catch?  ......................................................
Where do freshwater fi sh come from?  ......................................................

11. Rewrite the sentences in the text, using words and phrases with similar meaning.

The climate in the West Country is  ............................................................................
There are   ..................................................................................................................
They produce .............................................................................................................
People living by the sea  .............................................................................................
They sell  ....................................................................................................................
Traditionally, people have  ..........................................................................................

12. Write about your region.

Where do you come from?  .........................................................................................
What is the climate like?   ..........................................................................................
What is the region well-known for?  ............................................................................
What is produced there?  ............................................................................................
What do people do there for a living?  ........................................................................
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Communication • Accepting and refusing 
invitations

Accepting and refusing invitations •
Musicians and their instruments •
Expressing surprise •
Reply questions •
Sound chest: intonation in questions •
Learning tips: be autonomous •

Exam topic: Entertainment

ENTERTAINMENT

munication • Accepting and refusing 

IENTERTAI

Unit7
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1. GOING OUT • Listen and find the true information.

Anna I feel like going to the cinema.
Julia Oh Anna, there’s nothing interesting on. 
Anna Why don’t we watch ‘Robbery in the museum’? 

Sylus and Mark have seen it twice and they 
say it’s awesome.

Julia I’d rather chill at home.
Anna Come on Julia, don’t be boring.
Julia OK, you win. When shall we meet?
Anna Come round at 5 o’clock. We can go together.
Julia See you then.
Anna Bye.

2. MINI DIALOGUES • Find the matching sentences. 

3. SITUATIONS • Choose a place to go. Ask your friend to join you. 
The sentences in Exercises 1 and 2 will help you.

 Anna wants to go 
to the cinema.

 Julia prefers visiting 
       a museum.

 Julia persuades Anna 
to stay at home.

 The children will meet 
at fi ve o’clock.

1  What about going to that new Will 
Smith fi lm?

2  Fancy seeing that new art exhibition?

3  Let's go and see something at the 
theatre. 

4  Shall we visit the ‘Life in Ancient 
Rome’ exhibition? 

5  Why don’t we go to see the new tiger cubs?

6  Shall we ask dad to take us to the hills?

 Not me. I don’t like plays.

 Great idea. I’m interested in history.

 No way. I hate the idea of keeping 
animals in cages.

 I’m too exhausted to sit in the 
cinema for two hours. 

 Yeah, let’s go try the adventure trail. 

 Yes, I love paintings. When shall 
we go?

32
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Vocabulary • Music

4. PUZZLE TIME • Do the crossword puzzle about music. 

1

2

3

4

*
5

6

7

8

9

10 *
11

1 2

5. MUSICIANS • Match the musicians to their musical instruments. 

1  piano

2  guitar

3  banjo

4  drums

5  double bass

6  trumpet

7  clarinet

8  saxophone 

9  violin

10  trombone

11  accordion

12  fl ute

 drummer

 accordionist

 trumpeter

 clarinet player

 violinist

 guitarist

 banjo player

 fl autist

 trombonist

 pianist

 double bass player

 saxophonist
accordion = tangóharmonika

6. BANDS • Work in three groups. Choose a picture each and prepare a mind map for it. Then swap 
pictures with another group and complete each other’s mind maps. Finally, after another swap, give a full 
description of the pictures using the mind maps. 

3 4

6 7 8

9 10

11

5

1
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Unit7
Reading and writing • Finding and exchanging information

7. GENRES OF MUSIC • Read about some genres of music and try to insert their names. Then 
listen to check.

.............................. is a type of slow and sad music that 
developed from the songs of black slaves in the southern 
areas of the United States of America.

.............................. is a type of popular music that African-
American musicians developed from blues and jazz.

.............................. is a way of talking using rhythm and 
rhyme, usually with background music.

.............................. is a type of street culture and music that developed among African-
American musicians using rap and break-dancing.

.............................. is a type of music that developed from rock ’n’ roll. It has simple 
tunes played on electric guitars, and lyrics expressing anger against society.

.............................. is a type of music that developed from punk, using electronic 
synthesizers.

.............................. is a type of music based on relaxing electronic sounds and sounds 
from nature, often used for meditation.

VOCAB CHEST

R&B
Punk
Blues
New Age
Rap
New Wave
Hip-hop

EXTRA TASK   Find information on other musical genres and prepare a poster in pairs or in small 
groups. Illustrate it with pictures of outstanding musicians and bands, notes and lyrics of their well-known 
songs.

8. GAME  DO I KNOW MY TEACHER WELL? • Follow the steps to play a game with 
your teacher.

1. Work on your own and write 10 yes/no questions in connection with entertainment, 
 to which you expect YES answers from your teacher.
 e. g.  Do you like country music?
  Have you ever been to a circus?
  Did you go to the theatre last month?
  Are you fond of art?
2. Take turns to ask the questions. Don’t repeat a question someone else has already 

asked.
3. Keep a record of your score, one point for each YES answer. You can get points 

only for the questions you yourself have asked.
4. Count your points. The student with the most points is the winner.

EXTRA GAME   Play the same game in pairs. It is more exciting if you choose someone you don’t 
often talk to or work with.

33
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Listening and speaking • Understanding and conveying information 

9. TALKING ABOUT BOOKS • Listen and find the covers of the books.

10. SCIENCE FICTION • Listen and complete the text. Look up any new words in a mono- 
or bilingual dictionary.  

11. VOCABULARY PRACTICE • Read the text in Exercise 10. Find the best pairs below and 
explain the meaning of the phrases, or use them in sentences.

Jules Verne: Journey to the Centre of the Earth

The story ..................... us to Hamburg, ..................... to the 19th century. Professor 
Lindenbrock ..................... a manuscript of an Icelandic saga. He and his nephew, 
Axel, ..................... a coded message. They don’t ..................... a word of it. 
The professor ..................... everybody in the house and forces them to try to 
..................... the code. Axel ..................... the answer – there is a secret passage 
to the centre of the Earth via Snæfell in Iceland. Lindenbrock ..................... Axel to 
Iceland. They ..................... their incredible journey through the crater of a volcano. 
On their way, they have to ..................... lots of problems. They ..................... 
adventures in huge caves, and on a coastline covered with petrifi ed trees and giant 
mushrooms. They ..................... some prehistoric creatures. 

1  take 
2  discover
3  fi nd
4  don’t understand
5  break
6  start
7  face
8  cover

 a coded message

 with trees

 the code

 the journey

 back to the 19th century

 problems

 a word of it

 a manuscript

EXTRA TASK  Talk about your favourite books in small groups.

My favourite novel / short story is  ..............................................................................
It was written by .........................................................................................................
The story takes us to ..................................................................................................
I like it because ..........................................................................................................
I recommend it to you. I think it is worth reading.
 

34
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ENTERTAINMENTENTERTAI

Unit7
Reading and speaking • Practising structures in a new context (Reply questions)

12. VISIT TO THE THEATRE • Complete the dialogue with reply questions. Then act it out.

13. REALLY? • Read about Stratford-upon-Avon, William Shakespeare’s birthplace. Then talk about 
it in pairs as shown in the examples.

Dorka  Oli, the musical we saw yesterday afternoon was superb.
Oli Oh, ............................? It’s a shame I couldn’t go. But I had to take my younger 

brother to his music exam.
Julia  ....................................?
Oli  Yes. So, how was it?
Dorka  Great. We enjoyed every minute of it.
Julia  Yeah... particularly the music and the dances. The actors were really good.
Oli  ....................................?
Dorka  My favourite was the one who played Benvolio. He sings very well.
Oli  ....................................? And what about the story…it’s a bit old-fashioned.
Julia  I think it is an ageless topic. The costumes and the dances make the 

performance very modern. It’s worth seeing. 
Oli  I can download the songs if you are interested.
Girls  ....................................? You’re so cool.

 Stratford-upon-Avon is a famous town.

 Is it? Why?

 Shakespeare was born there.

 There are lots of places to see. 

 Are there? What is worth visiting?

 Ann Hathaway’s cottage.

There are fi ve houses in or near Stratford-upon-Avon that can be 
connected with William Shakespeare and his family. 

Shakespeare's birthplace 
The half-timbered house, where William Shakespeare was born 
in 1564, is the city’s best-known building. Descendants of the 
playwright lived there until the 19th century. It has been a place 
of pilgrimage for over 250 years. 

Ann Hathaway’s cottage 
Shakespeare’s wife, Ann Hathaway, lived in a lovely thatched 
cottage in Stratford. In the 15th-century building, visitors can still 
see pieces of furniture that belonged to the Hathaway family. 
The garden is fascinating with its colourful fl owers.
  
To learn more, visit http://www.stratford-upon-avon.co.uk/
soabpt.htm.

Stratford-upon-Avon is in England, built on the River Avon. It is the birthplace 
of Britain’s most famous ever playwright and poet William Shakespeare, the author 
of the classic love story of Romeo and Juliet. It is an ideal place for short family 
holidays, as the town offers excellent accommodation, places for eating out, relaxing, 
romantic walks, theatre performances, and other places to see.

T
c

S
T
in
p
o

A
S
c
s
T

T
s

Shakespeare's Birthplace 

Anne Hathaway’s Cottage 
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14. WORK IT OUT • Read the examples in Exercises 12-13. How can you express interest 
or surprise using questions? Discuss it with your teacher and see more examples in your course book 
(Minisecrets of English). Now write reply questions to check if you understand.

I love this song. .........................................................
The singer’s voice is great.  ..........................................................
The musicians are really talented.  .........................................................
Their music makes me happy.  .........................................................
I saw them in a TV documentary last week.  .........................................................
I would like to go to their next concert. .........................................................

Listening • Pronunciation practice

Learning to learn • Be autonomous

15. SOUND CHEST  INTONATION IN QUESTIONS • Listen and repeat. Can you hear 
the difference in tones?   

16. HOW TO LEARN • Plan your learning. Follow the steps below or invent your own strategy.    

Full questions  What time does the concert start?
 Who is your favourite singer?
Yes / No questions  Is he Spanish?
 Does he play in a new band?
Reply questions  He is a stunt man. 
  Oh, is he?
 He has acted in many fi lms. 
  Has he?

1. Set your objectives.
 Why is it important to do the particular task?
  • to know more and understand better
  • to show your creativity
  • to get a good grade, etc.
2. Concentrate on the particular task.
  • What do you have to do?
  • Why and how?
  • What do you need to do the task? (e.g. online 
   dictionary, resource books)
3. Ask for help:
  • ask your teacher to correct you,
  • ask for explanation or paraphrasing,
  • ask the speaker to repeat, to give examples, etc.
4. Find time for further practice:
  • watch fi lms in English or with English subtitles,
  • listen to music and concentrate on the lyrics – but be careful with bad language,
  • chat with students living in other countries and use English for communication. 

USEFUL TIP

Building on what 
you have already 

learnt always helps 
you with diffi cult 
language tasks.

36
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17. WHAT DOES IT MEAN? • Write the words / phrases in Hungarian.  

VOCAB CHEST

action scenes  ...............................
afford to do sth  ...............................
appeal to  ...............................
be tired of   ...............................
bottle cap  ...............................
chill at home  ...............................
clarinet  ...............................
community   ...............................
double bass  ...............................
double bass player  ...............................
drummer   ...............................
dubbed  ...............................
enthusiastic about   ...............................
fi re-eater  ...............................
garbage / trash  ...............................
in extremely poor 
   conditions  ...............................
jazz band  ...............................
juggler  ...............................
landfi ll site  ...............................
lead singer  ...............................
leading man   ...............................

lyrics  ..............................
mime artist  ..............................
misleading  ..............................
orchestra   ..............................
originally  ..............................
plastic  ..............................
poverty  ..............................
release an album  ..............................
restore a building  ..............................
rhythm  ..............................
saxophone  ..............................
slums  ..............................
street performer  ..............................
stunt double   ..............................
subtitles  ..............................
talented  ..............................
trombone  ..............................
trumpet  ..............................
trumpeter  ..............................
unemployment  ..............................
voice   ..............................

18. HOW DO YOU USE IT? • Write your own sentences using the words in italics.

SENTENCE CHEST

He is enthusiastic about music.
He likes hits sung by Italian bands.
Most Beatles songs appeal to me because 
   of their melody.
In my opinion, John Lennon’s lyrics are great.
I think music makes me much more cheerful.
I don’t like watching fi re-eaters.
I prefer spending my spare time outdoors.

...................................................................

...................................................................

...................................................................

...................................................................

.................................................................... 

...................................................................

...................................................................

...................................................................

19. QUESTION TIME • Ask different types of questions.
Teenagers prefer R&B to jazz.   ....................................................................
Their latest album was released a month ago.  ....................................................................
The leading man didn’t play well.   ....................................................................
Tourists are entertained by mime artists. ....................................................................
I’ve been to an aqua park recently.  ....................................................................
He doesn’t enjoy watching dubbed fi lms. ....................................................................

Dictionary 
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20. SECRET TREASURE CHEST  

VOCABULARY
 

☺☺☺

FUNCTION

☺☺☺

STRUCTURES

Add reply questions to express your interest or surprise.

☺☺☺

Self-evaluation

a) Guess the word. 

to relax at home c _ _ _ _   at home
a section of an orchestra with drums r _ _ _ _ _  s _ _ _ _ _ _ 
a person who plays the guitar g _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _    
members of a band / orchestra m _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
words of a song           l _ _ _ _ _
a person who does dangerous tricks in a fi lm _ _ _ _ _  d _ _ _ _ _
mime artists and jugglers working in the street s _ _ _ _ _  p _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
the main actor in a fi lm or play  l _ _ _ _ _ _   m _ _

b) Insert the prepositions. Use in (2x), of (2x), at, to, about, for and into.
appeal ..........................      be enthusiastic .........................
stay .......................... home      live .......................... poor conditions
buy tickets  ......................... a performance   be tired .........................
pop ......................... shops     be ...................... charge ......................  

Pop is far more popular than heavy metal.  .......................................
More people like country music than rap.   .......................................
These children are extremely good at dancing.  ......................................
Covent Garden was a large fruit market.   ......................................
The market moved to a new building in 1973. ......................................
Covent Garden attracts over 30 million visitors 
   every year.  ......................................
They can watch performances given by 
   the Royal Opera. ......................................

Persuade a friend to 
visit an exhibition 
on Ancient Egypt, 
even though you 
know he / she isn’t 
interested in history. 
Write a dialogue 
then act it out. 
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Communication • Talking about advantages 
and disadvantages

Talking about advantages and disadvantages •
Public and private transport •
Talking about differences and similarities •
Reflexive pronouns •
Maori Legends •
Sound chest: stressed words •
Learning tips: check your feelings •

Exam topic: City life, country life; 
Public and private transport; Holiday plans

HURR AY,  HOLIDAY!

munication • Talking about advantages
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Unit8
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1. CITY LIFE • Listen and complete the text.

2. REASONING • Choose a situation card and act accordingly. 

3. SENTENCE BUILDING • Find the best pairs and link them with and, but, or and because.  

There are many .......................... of urban life. First of all, there are excellent 
.......................... for .......................... – a wide variety of ..........................  .......................... 
and different .......................... of restaurants. In a city, you can do your .......................... 
easily. There is good  ..........................  .........................., so you don’t always need a car. 
In a city you can choose from .......................... secondary schools and .........................., 
and more kinds of .......................... are available. There are certain drawbacks to life 
in the city. Everything is much .........................., noisier and ..........................  
.......................... than in smaller places. Life is ..........................  .......................... than in 
the countryside. People are often .......................... and .......................... . 

SITUATION 1 for three students

You live in a big town. Your parents want 
to persuade you to spend the whole 
summer holiday in a small village on the 
plain where your uncle and his family live.
Key expressions:

• nice, quiet countryside
• good, healthy food
• everything within easy reach
• excellent leisure facilities 

SITUATION 3 for two students

You went to Kapolcs to the summer 
events with your family. Phone your 
grandparents and tell them about it.
Key expressions:

• meet a friendly villager
• camp in his back garden
• stay for three days
• enjoy folk music

SITUATION 2 for two students

You live in the countryside. You can’t 
wait the autumn holiday when you’ll 
visit your cousins in the capital city. 
Tell your friend why you want to go. 
Key expressions:

• good shopping facilities
• multiplex cinemas
• walk along the Danube 
• enjoy the lights of the city

SITUATION 4 for students 
who prefer writing 

You are in a riding camp in Nemesvámos, 
a small place near Veszprém. Email 
to your parents to say how you are and 
what you have to do.
Key expressions:

• get up early
• work a lot in the stables
• enjoy the riding lessons
• like the beauty of the countryside

1  There’s a small shop here where you can 
buy drinks and snacks.

2  Watch your pets.
3  We want to spend our holiday by the sea.
4  They can go by bus.
5  I’d like to go to the adventure park.

 I have to go to the music school.

 We all like swimming.

 You’ll pick up their body language.

 It’s diffi cult to get fresh fruit.

 They can take the train.

37
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Vocabulary • Public and private transport

4. PUZZLE TIME • Do the crossword puzzle about transport. 

5. VEHICLES • Label the pictures. 

1. buszsáv
2. metró
3. vasútállomás

4. buszmegálló
5. híd
6. taxiállomás
7. peron
8. repülôtér
9. aluljáró

10. gyalogátkelô
11. kerékpárút

1 *
2

3 *
*

4 *
5

6 *
7

8

9

10 *
11 *

6. BINGO • Choose and mark 8 pictures in Exercise 5. Listen to the descriptions and tick the pictures. 
When you have ticked all your marked pictures, you can say BINGO.

EXTRA GUESSING GAME    Take turns to describe and guess the vehicles in pairs.

38
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HURR AY,  HOLIDAY!HURR AY,  H

Unit8

Speaking and writing • Practising vocabulary and structure

39

7. DIALOGUES • Change the words / phrases in italics to make new dialogues.

Excuse me, where do I have to get off for the Opera House?
It’s four more stops. 
..................................................................................................................................  
..................................................................................................................................
Excuse me, is this the right bus for the train station?
No, you have to get off at the next stop and take trolleybus number 9.
..................................................................................................................................  
..................................................................................................................................
When is the next train to the seaside?
It leaves in ten minutes from platform number 2.
..................................................................................................................................  
..................................................................................................................................
Oh look, there’s a bank over there on the other side of the street.
Let’s cross here, come on!
..................................................................................................................................  
..................................................................................................................................

8. THINGS TO DO • Complete the phrases. Then listen and check.

experience .............................. on a farm 
join .............................. activities
take boat ..............................
..............................extreme sports
entertain .............................. in theatres
hike in .............................. within easy ..............................
enjoy excellent sporting ..............................

VOCAB CHEST 

facilities
various
mountains
reach
try out 
cruises 
life
yourselves

EXTRA TASK   Use the phrases in Exercise 8 in sentences.

..................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................  

..................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................
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the 
United 
Kingdom

France

Belgium
the

 Neth
er-

     
 lan

ds

Luxembourgh

Switzer-
land

Germany

Austria

Croatia

Spain

Po
rt

ug
al

Turkey

   the Czech    
     Republic

Hungary
Romania

Poland

Slovakia

Greece

Italy

9. DESTINATIONS • Choose a destination for an imaginary holiday. If you want to go with friends, 
work in a small group. If you prefer sharing the experience with your family, plan on your own. 
The vocabulary in Exercise 8 will help you to give reasons. Share your ideas with the others in the class.

10. MEANS OF TRANSPORT • Work as in Exercise 9. Choose a vehicle each. Try to persuade 
the other groups / students that yours is the best means of transport to travel to your chosen destination. 
The keywords below might help you.

Let’s go to Croatia. It’s 
a fascinating place with 
its nice seaside towns.

Great idea. There you can 
take boat cruises to islands 

in the Adriatic Sea.
Yeah. The country offers a wide 

range of activities. You can entertain 
yourselves in historic towns or hike 

in the countryside.

HOT AIR BALLOON
• amazing bird’s eye view of the scenery below
• challenging
• less polluting than planes or helicopters
Danger: Are you scared of heights?

TANDEM BIKE
• travelling at your own pace
• self-guided tours in picturesque countryside
• stop whenever and wherever you want
Warning: You must use safety equipment.

YACHT
• unforgettable water experience
• easy way to travel between islands
• enjoy fresh air
Disadvantage: Do you get seasick easily?

TRAIN
• reasonable prices
• comfortable carriages
• breathtaking scenery / places that you 
 cannot see when driving or riding
Disadvantage: You cannot stop when and 
where you want.

a. It’s
e with 
owns.

y

And you can enjoy 
excellent sporting 

facilities.

t help you.

cenery below

copters

TR
• 
• 
• 
 
Di

your chosen destination. your chosen destination

s
/ places that you

untryside
want
ment.
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Unit8
11. ADVICE AND WARNINGS • Write the correct sentences.  

a hotel room / you / yourselves / should / in advance / book /
..................................................................................................................................
to fi nd / by yourself / prepared / be / the way
..................................................................................................................................
in weather / for some changes / prepare / yourself 
..................................................................................................................................
try out / careful / new / something / you / be / when
..................................................................................................................................
blame / something / yourself / don’t / if / goes wrong
..................................................................................................................................

Listening and reading • Understanding a text

12. THE MAORI CREATION MYTH • Listen and rearrange the paragraphs.

I like reading about the natives of New Zealand. Here is a 
legend I translated from Maori into English all by myself. 

Read it and enjoy yourselves.

 The children escaped and discovered their own strengths. They set about 
creating the world. Tane created the Sun and the Moon and set them in their places. 
He decorated the sky with stars. He then created the fi rst woman, Hine, and married 
her. Their children became the fi rst of the Maori peoples. 

 Papa gave birth to three children: Tangaroa, God of 
the Sea; Tane, God of the Forests; and Tawhiri, God of 
the Winds. The children were all trapped between their 
parents and fought in vain to escape. Finally, Tane 
squeezed himself out, pushing his parents apart with 
his feet and his head. 

 A long time ago, there was only Rangi, the sky father, 
and his wife, Papa, the Sky Goddess. They were so much 
in love, that they held each other all the time. They wanted 
to be happy forever. Because they were joined together 
tightly, there was no light on the Earth.

 Eventually, Rangi and Papa were separated and became the sky above and the 
earth below, as we know them today. Light came into the world. Plants and trees 
started to grow and the earth became a green and lush place.

 Only Papa and Rangi were unhappy. Papa couldn’t entertain herself without 
Rangi, and Rangi felt he wasn’t himself without Papa. They felt so unhappy that they 
cried and cried. Rangi’s tears became rivers and oceans, and dew on the grass. The 
mist that rises from the ground is from Papa, crying out her loneliness.

40
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13. WORK IT OUT • Complete the table with the missing pronouns. Check with your teacher and 
see examples in your course book (Minisecrets of English)

14. A MESSAGE • Complete the text with the missing pronouns in order to check your understanding.

Personal 
pronouns

Object
pronouns

Reflexive 
pronouns

Possessive 
pronouns

Possessive 
adjectives

me mine my…

you you yourself yours

him his

she herself hers

its its…

us ours our…

you yourselves yours

theirs

Dear All, 
Greetings from Dunedin. .......................... is fascinating here with .......................... friends. 
.......................... enjoy staying here with .......................... . I wish .......................... were here with 
.......................... . The people are friendly, but .......................... way of life is slightly different from 
.......................... . The streets are busy but .......................... are always very clean. I can fi nd my way in 
the city all by .......................... . In the new market hall you can buy .......................... nearly everything 
you need. I often meet .......................... friends’ cousins and we entertain .......................... in the local 
multiplex cinema. I’ll keep in touch. Looking forward to hearing from .......................... .    
Love, Mark

EXTRA TASK   Can you feel the difference? Translate the sentences into Hungarian.

We can entertain ourselves.   We can entertain our guests.
You can buy yourselves what you need.  You can buy a present for your friend.

Listening • Pronunciation practice

Learning to learn • Check your feelings

15. SOUND CHEST  STRESSED WORDS • Listen and repeat the sentences. Can you find 
the important words? 

16. HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT A TASK? • 
Check your feelings about various language tasks on a regular basis. 

Is this the right bus?
Could I have a return ticket?
Take me to the airport. 

They’re on holiday.
Give yourself a break.
That would be great.

USEFUL TIP

Check your feelings 
regularly and compare 

the results. 
It helps you to learn 
a lot about yourself, 

and to fi nd your strong 
and weaker points.

confi dent unconfi dent
interested indifferent
positive negative
patient impatient
effective ineffective

41
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Unit8
17. WHAT DOES IT MEAN? • Write the words / phrases in Hungarian.  

VOCAB CHEST

18. HOW DO YOU USE IT? • Write your own sentences using the words in italics.

SENTENCE CHEST

New Zealand is a lovely holiday destination.
Dunedin is popular with tourists.
It has access to excellent sporting facilities.
You can try out extreme sports.
Tourists can enjoy the fascinating countryside.
Some mountains are within easy reach.

.................................................................

.................................................................

.................................................................

.................................................................

................................................................. 

..................................................................

19. QUESTION TIME • Ask questions.
The next rain leaves at 6.30. ..............................................................
You can go on self-guided tours.  ..............................................................
You should book yourself a hotel room in advance. ..............................................................
The country has changed a lot since my last visit. ..............................................................
Bikes can be hired throughout the country. ..............................................................

Dictionary 

available  ............................
be within easy reach  ............................
bike track  ............................
bring, brought, 
   brought   ............................
surface  ............................
bus lane  ............................
bus stop   ............................
bus terminal  ............................
carriage  ............................
comfortable  ............................
cycle path  ............................
fascinating   ............................
ferry  ............................
fi re engine  ............................
gently   ............................
get bored  ............................
get to know   ............................
grow, grew, grown 
   tired of   ............................
heavy traffi c  ............................
incredibly huge   ............................ 
motorcycle  ............................
participate  ............................
pay attention  ............................
pedestrian bridge  ............................

pedestrian underpass  ............................
picturesque  ............................ 
platform  ............................
private transport  ............................
public transport  ............................
rare   ............................
reasonable   ............................
remote   ............................
rocky coastlines   ............................
rush hour  ............................
safety helmet  ............................
self-guided tour  ............................
ski slope  ............................
slightly different   ............................
sunrise  ............................
surprising   ............................ 
take a boat cruise  ............................
take a walk  ............................ 
taxi rank
throw, threw, thrown  ............................
traffi c jam  ............................
train station  ............................
unusual   ............................
way of life   ............................
white-water rafting  ............................
zebra crossing  ............................

88
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20. SECRET TREASURE CHEST  

VOCABULARY

☺☺☺

FUNCTION

Find the pairs to make up mini dialogues.

☺☺☺

STRUCTURES

☺☺☺

Self-evaluation

a) Guess the word or phrase. 
very close to something ....................................
a lot of people  ....................................
a period of time when cars are stuck in heavy traffi c ....................................
a place where taxis wait for their passengers ....................................
a synonym of cosy         ....................................
it protects your head in an accident       ....................................
a road for cyclists only         ....................................
a place where pedestrians can cross the road safely  ....................................

b) Insert the verbs. Use book, keep, participate, grow, pay, thank, do and go.
............................ attention                      ............................ the shopping
............................ in touch                       ............................ vegetables 
............................ a hotel room                ............................ on a tour
............................ in activities                  ............................ somebody for something

1  Where do I have to get off for 
the market?

2  Is this the right bus to the train 
station?

3  When is the next train towards 
the seaside?

4  Can you take me to the airport?

5  Crossing the road here is too 
dangerous. 

 It leaves in ten minutes from 
platform 2.

 Let’s take the underpass.

 Yes of course. I’ll put your 
suitcase in the boot.

 It’s four more stations.

 No, it isn’t. You should take 
bus number 4.

a) Complete the sentences with the suitable refl exive pronoun.

Why do you blame ................................................?
Where did she cut ................................................?
I always tidy the kitchen by ................................................. .   
He sometimes talks too much about ................................................. .
The house ................................................ was built 20 years ago.
Dorka, Mark! Help ................................................ please.
We have to look after ................................................ on this self-guided tour.
The facts speak for ................................................. .
b) Complete the sentences with but, or and because.
We can take a tram .................. we can walk.
Hurry .................... we are late.
Hurry .................. we’ll miss the train.
Do your shopping ................... then you can walk in the city centre.
The countryside is nice .................. sometimes you can get really bored.
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Complex skills development • Revising vocabulary and structures

(UNITS 7– 8)

plex skills development • Revising vocabulary and 

(UNITS 7(UNITS 7

Revision4
1. Find 16 words about city life and country life. (9 →; 8 ↓)

M A L L Q W E H E A T I N G R T V

Y U I O C P A S D F H G H A T J E

P O L L U T I O N C E V B R R N G

U K L Z L X C O T T A G E D A H E

B M I O T P A S R D T F G E F J T

L Q N Z U E S O A D R X C N F V A

I W A X R N M P N E E R T Y I R B

C E T C A T Y E S Z X C V B C S L

Y R U V L U I R P N N R T Y U D E

C A R B A O P A O C R O W D S F S

U T E N M V B N R M S D F G H T Y

M B C E N T E R T A I N M E N T S

3. Complete the words. Then use them in sentences.
co   e      t                  re   o      e                    re   te             
pi   u        e            un   r           e

Julia’s grandmother likes spending the winter in the city with her son’s family. They live 
in a fl at with central ..................... . There is a ..................... nearby so they can do their 
shopping easily. She has to see the doctor regularly. Because of the good public 
..................... , the hospital is within easy reach.
There is a great variety of ..................... events. She loves going to the ........................ and 
she has a season ticket to the ..................... house. She never misses a performance. 
She is very sociable so she usually doesn’t mind the ........................ . 
The only thing she can’t stand is the heavy ..................... and air ........................ .
That’s why she spends the other three seasons in her ..................... in the countryside. 
There she can enjoy the peace of the ..................... . That is the house where she 
brought up her children. She doesn’t mind the shortage of ........................ facilities. She 
never gets bored – she always fi nds something to do in her vegetable ......................... . 
She has a green life – caring about the environment, growing her own ........................... 
and avoiding using her ..................... .

2. Complete the text with the words found in the word search above.

VOCAB CHEST 

area
experience
price
carriage
landscape
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4. Complete the sentences with the suitable prepositions.

5. Read about the TGV to find sentences matching the reply questions.

Rap appeals .................. fewer people than hip hop.
They teamed .................. to make musical instruments.
They are really enthusiastic .................. music.
My uncle is .................... charge .................... making fi lms.
When you are tired .................... shopping, have a rest in one of the cafés. 
Where do I have to get .................... for the post offi ce?
I’ll keep .................... touch.
The city has access .................... excellent sporting facilities.
Prepare .................... a night out in the bush.
Make yourselves .................... home.

to (2x)
in (2x)
of (2x)

off
for
at

about
up

TGV (high-speed train) – fi rst went into 
service in 1981. These speedy electric 
trains move on special tracks and can 
travel at over 300 km per hour. The top 
speed record for the TGV is 515 km p/h.
Eurostar is probably the best-known 
train service. It runs between Paris and 
London via the Channel Tunnel.

MAGLEVS (magnetic levitation trains) 
have no wheels. Instead, they fl oat on 
a magnetic cushion between the vehicle 
and track. The Shanghai maglev travels 
at a top speed of about 430 km per hour. 
People are against this means of transport 
because the electromagnetic radiation 
could cause serious health problems.

.........................................................................................................  .

.........................................................................................................  .

.........................................................................................................  .

.........................................................................................................  .

.........................................................................................................  .

Did it?
Do they?
Can they?
Is it?
Does it?

6. Complete and act out a dialogue about MAGLEV trains.

MAGLEV trains fl oat …..................................................................................       ....................?
The Shanghai maglev ….................................................................................       ....................?
People are against ….......................................................................................       ....................?
They think …....................................................................................................       ....................?

EXTRA TASK   Find out more about the world’s fastest trains at
http://www.top10fastest.com/high_speed_train_fastest-train-in-the-world/
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(U NITS 7– 8)(U NITS

Revision4
7. Find the best pairs to make up mini dialogues. 

1  Fancy seeing that new French fi lm?

2  Let's go and do some theatre. 

3  Shall we go to see the new lion cub?

4  I’d rather watch the fi lm in English.

5  Where do I have to get off for the park?

6  Please, take me to the airport.

7  Is this the right bus to the station?

8  When is the next train to Exeter?

 I’m all for that. It must be cute.

 It’s two more stations.

 Yes of course. Shall I put your 
suitcase in the boot?

 No, take a number 4.

 Not me. I don’t like plays.

 In ten minutes from platform number 4.

 Would you? Why?

 Is it in the multiplex cinema at the mall?

EXTRA GAME    Prepare a set of memory cards with the sentences above and play a memory 
game. If you want to practise more, change the key words in each sentence. 

8. Complete the sentences with the correct pronouns or possessive adjectives.

9. Ask questions using the given question words.

1. I like that song because the lyrics are really personal to ...............................
a) me b) myself c) I 
2. My favourite singer is Adele. I admire ...............................
a) she b) her c) hers
3. I know you saw The Monsters of the Darkness. How was .............................. ?
a) they b) it c) them
4. They start .............................. journey next Monday.
a) there b) themselves c) their
5. I love them. They make .............................. happy.
a) mine b) my c) me
6. Book .............................. a hotel room in advance.
a) you b) yourself c) your
7. Is this .............................. bike?
a) your b) yours c) me
8. Tony, discover the sights ...............................
a) by myself b) by yourself c) by you
9. Don’t cut .............................. fi nger.
a) yourself b) yours c) your
10. History repeats ...............................
a) itself b) himself c) its

He has translated this article by himself.
What ...............................................................................................................................................?
They can’t repair their bikes by themselves.
Why .................................................................................................................................................?
We often entertain ourselves at the local sports club.
Where .............................................................................................................................................?
My sis sometimes talks to herself in the bathroom.
Where .............................................................................................................................................?
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Reading and writing • Understanding and conveying information

10. Read the text and answer each question with a maximum of 6 words.

In the Mediterranean Sea, between Africa and Europe, you can fi nd a group of 
islands. Although it is the largest of all, in Malta everything is within easy reach.

With hop-on-hop-off buses, you can explore the island all 
by yourself. They take you through unique scenery and 
picturesque villages. You can get off anywhere you want 
to and do a bit of sightseeing. The local people, who 
speak both English and Maltese, are very friendly. They 
will show you the most interesting places to see. You can 
entertain yourself in art galleries and museums offering 
interesting exhibitions of ancient and medieval art. 

The countryside has access to various recreational facilities. You can try out 
snorkelling, take boat cruises or just lie in the sun on one of the white sandy beaches.
Malta ferries provide an excellent way to travel between the Maltese islands. They take 
tourists along the coastline and stop at excellent beaches.

WELL DONE!
If you need more help, turn to the MINISECRETS OF ENGLISH 

in your course book or ask your teacher. 

Did you know?
Mdina is Malta’s old capital city. Today it is one of the main 
attractions of the islands with its medieval streets, impressive palaces, 
the baroque cathedral and a timeless atmosphere that is felt while 
walking among the buildings.

11. Rewrite some sentences in the text, using words and phrases with similar meaning.

12. Write about your region.

Malta is located  .........................................................................................................  
Take a hop-on-hop-off bus and  ..................................................................................
There are  ...................................................................................................................
In the museums you can  ...........................................................................................
If you like outdoor activities, ......................................................................................

Where is it? ................................................................................................................
Which is the best way to explore it?  ...........................................................................
Where can tourists entertain themselves? ..................................................................
...................................................................................................................................  

Where is Malta? ....................................................................
How can you explore the island by yourself? ....................................................................
How can you travel between the islands? ....................................................................
What are the local people like? ....................................................................
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Photo GalleryPhoto Gallery

POSTCARD ALBUM • Look at the photos and find the matching titles. Explain your choice.

Buying souvenirs 

Tired of sightseeing? 

Online with Spain 

Generations 

Sightseeing 

Walking over a stream 

Hiking in the forest 

2

3

1
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1. Braga, Portugal
2. Bakony, Hungary
3. Budapest, Hungary
4. Warsaw, Poland
5. Greece 

Where were the photos taken? 
Use a mirror to fi nd out.

Choose a picture and play 
a guessing game in small groups.

5

4
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